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The event in the Yawkey Center this week launched a series of events that will mark Black History Month on campus.
gender violence prevention educator. The former Northeastern
University football quarterback
was also a founding member of

the Mentors in Violence Prevention (MVP) program, the
leading college-based rape and
domestic violence prevention
initiative for college and professional athletics. Hurt also served
as an associate director of the

first gender violence prevention
program in the United States
Marine Corps."
When Hurt took the stage,
he said, "It is an honor to be
here. I want to thank BC and
all those student organizations
that made this possible. It is a
real honor to be back in Boston as I myself graduated from
Northeastern University." Hurt

By Kelly Cupo
For The Heights
Today, in a nation concerned
with the environment and health
care and ruled by technology, the
importance of science is difficult
to ignore. In President Obama's
inaugural address, he said, "We
will restore science to its rightful
place." As a measure of this res-

toration, Obama's goals include
the signing of an executive order
that would provide increased
family leave and parental benefits to federal grant recipients,
including research scientists.
Today there are more and more
women pursuing careers in science, but they have many challenges to face. Some say this order would have a profound effect

on women scientists who face
the challenge ofraising a family
while keeping up with scientific

research. This, combined with
a new shift in the image of the
female scientist to what theNew
York Times calls "geek chic," may
help balance the scales.
Historically, science has been
an overwhelmingly male dominated field. Interested scientists

Julia Wilson

Heights Staff

Students, faculty, and staff
gathered on Monday night for
an interdisciplinary panel dis-

GLBTQ sexuality in the classroom. The panel, "GLBT Issues
in the Classroom: How Sexual

Professors talkedabout how issues of sexuality affect the classroomenvironment and how teachers can respond.

Classes use online textbooks
As more and more students take
advantage of Internet resources
for their personal enjoyment and
entertainment, faculty members at
Boston College have begun to incorporate online lessons into their
lesson plans and, in some cases,
have utilized online textbooks as
a way to provide students with engaging, updated information.
John Gallaugher, a professor in the information systems
department and author of the
popular blog "This Week in Geek,"

is currently developing an online

textbook for information technology teachers, complete with both
theoretical text and updated case
studies. The textbook, set to be
published by New York-based
publishing firm Flatworld Knowledge, will be available to students
for free online. The first chapters
and cases from Gallaugher's book
are available on his Web site. The
material is already in use worldwide
and hasreceived praise from faculty
across the globe. A print version
of Gallaugher's book will retail for
less than $30, a substantial savings
from the list prices of his disci-

pline's most popular textbooks,
many of which are over $175.
Material online includes cases
on Netflix, Facebook, and Zara, as
well as chapters on strategy and

See Women, A

See Purnell, A

Microfinance
has big effects

technology, and Web 2.0.
"The goal is to offer compelling
content written in a style similar
to what you'd read in Business Week
or FortuAe, but wrapped around
theory thatwill continue to be valuable evenas firms and technologies
change," Gallaugher said.
Gallaugher, however, is not the
only administrator who has made
use of online materials in their lesson plan. Joseph Quinn, a profes-

do not have access to banks
or those who would certainly

be turned away by any normal
"Giving something very small bank. Eurkus said the process
and turning it into something is the "softer side ofcommercial
lending," and that "there's not
big, something magical." Peter Ryan, founder and CEO of a single bank in the U.S. that
MicroLoan USA, gave this is would make a loan to a single
the definition of microfinance one of our clients."
Each panelist had a slightat Wednesday's "Better than
Charity" panel on microfinance. ly different story to tell; each
He was joined by Scott Jelinek, delved into a different aspect
A&S '10, and Erica Eurkus, of microfinance. Ryan, a native
of Chiswick, London, founded
senior director of captial and
brand development at Accion MicroLoan USA in 1997 and
USA. Ryan told a packed crowd has since focused his work in
the country of Malawi in South-'
all about his career work in funding small business efforts around east Africa. Despite its humble
beginnings, Ryan's business
the world.
Each panelist offered insight now employs 50 Malawians and
into his or her profession. They works out of nine regional ofsaid that microfinance is the fices. MicroLoan seeks to grant
practice of giving out loans to
See Microloans, A4
those individuals who either

sor in the economics department,
utilizes learning materials in his
250-student microeconomics class,
supplementing the textbook material with updated online problem
sets. The education technology
program, Aplia, used to manage
Quinn's problem sets, allows students to complete and submit their
paperless assignments online, and
provides students with immediate

feedback of their results. "The
students can complete their assignments at their leisure, as long as
they're turned in by the deadline,"

See Online, A
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Michael Caprio

Assoc. News Editor

are hopeful for a close in the
gender gap. "The gender imbalance does a great disservice
to what we could be learning.
Different genders have different
perspectives and approaches.
We are losing a resource," said
Dr. Laura Hake, a professor in
the biology department. This at-

See Opening, A

By Kyle Saunders
For The Heights

Orientation Affects Teaching
and Learning," was sponsored by
the Lesbian, Gay Faculty, Staff
and Administrators Association
at Boston College (LGFSAA)
and the Lynch School of Education (LSOE). The panel featured
BC faculty and staff from a range
of different academic backgrounds and perspectives.
Panelists included Kevin
Ohi, professor in the English
department; Kevin Mahoney
and Susan Tohn, both professors
in the Graduate School of Social
Work (GSSW); Manuel Vasquez,
resident director; Paul Poteat,
professor in LSOE; and Paul

By

to bring the center together,"
as well as "bringing together
people from across the University to talk and 'do' formation,"

Microfinancing addresses the needs of
those not approved for traditional loans

cussion surrounding issues of

See Class, A5

professor in the political science department, was recently
appointed director of the Center
for Student Formation in the
closing weeks of last semester.
Purnell, a graduate of Dartmouth College, has worked for
16 years at Boston College. She
teaches comparative politics
with a focus on Latin America.
Purnell's new duties will include "providing the intellectual
and organizational leadership

she said.
While the center is not yet
up and running, Purnell's first
step is to "learn more about
the University. I have to find
out how volunteer work and
student learning fit together. I
need to assess what we're doing
and find out what we'd like to
do," Purnell said. The center is
slated to launch in the beginning
ofthe 2009-2010academic year.
Purnell has been involved in the
type of discussions that will be
integral to the center; discussions about how to link the different aspects of students' lives
together on a college campus.
Through Intersections seminars, BC faculty members are
brought together and to see how
they relate to each other and to
students. Purnell participated in
conversations about how to link

Scientists seek to close gender gap

Panel talks sexuality, teaching
By

showed a clip from his 2008
movie titled Barack l 3 Curtis.
The clip featured rappers commenting on hip hop music and
the influence it has on the black
community. He said that he
thought his movie came at a
good time for the hip hop community. "Certain elements of hip

5

Recession keeps
couples together, Bl

Professor to direct
student formation

4

MARKETPLACE

Byron Hurt, director of the
award-winning documentary Hip
Hop: Beyond Beats and Rhymes,
gathered with students, faculty,
and other members of the BC
community this week to kick off
the beginning of Black History
Month events. Among the attendees was Vice President of
Student Affairs Patrick H. Rombalski, and Voices of Imani.
Rombalski spoke of the importance of celebrating Black
History Month and thanked the
committee for organizing the
event. "We have to think about
community differently. People
have different ways of experiencing community. At BC, we need
to have students who understand
community and hold them to
a new level of responsibility,"
Rombalski said. "The idea is to
have it celebrated by the entire
BC community, but first, we need
to understand what community
means."
Eric Asuo-Mante, A&S '09,
introduced keynote speaker
Hurt. "Byron Hurt is an awardwinning documentaryfilmmaker,
published writer, anti-sexist
activist, and lecturer. Since
1993, he has been using his craft,
his voice, and his writings to
broaden and deepenhow people
think about gender, race, sex,
violence, music, and visual media," Asuo-Mante said. "As an
activist, Byron has served as a

5
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Egypt poised to negotiate
Hamas-Israel cease-fire

A Guide to Your
Newspaper
The Heights

CAIRO (AP) Hamas officials said Tuesday,
that they are ready to commit to a cease-fire
With Israel for at least a year in exchange for
' a full opening ofGaza's borders, as the group
began a newround oftruce talks with Egyptian
mediators. At the same time, foreign ministers
ofp'ro-U.S. Arab nations, including Saudi
Arabia, met in the UnitedArab Emirates in a
show ofunity p support ofEgypt's efforts to
forge a long-termtruce and against Iran, Hamas'
most important ally. Egypt is trying to mediate a
durable cease-fire in place of the temporary and
increasinglywobbly truce that ended the Gaza
war last month. It has set a Thursday deadline
for the Islamic militantrulers ofGaza to accept
a deal. "There is an agreement in principle
about a calm for one year," saidAhmed AbdelHadi. a Lebanon-based Hamas official.
?

UNIVERSITIES
ON CAMPUS

Consultants recommend costcutting procedures for schools

Professor offers spiritual
interpretation of inauguration

In a Tuesday convention held by the National Association of Colleges and Universities in Washington
D.C., marketing consultants advised colleges on a
number of ways they could use the current recession
as a "marketing opportunity" and a chance to implement new policies in institutions. While consultants
urged colleges and universities to maintain the proper

In a recent article published in the Vatican publication, L'OsservatoreRomano, Rev. Robert Imbelli, S.J.,
a professor in the School of Theology and Ministry,
addressed President Barack Obama's inaugural address
from a theological and spiritual standpoint. Imbelli, a
priest of theArchdiocese of New York, said that Obama's
call on the American people to revive a sentiment of
good will is inherently spiritual. Imbelli said that while
Obama recognizes America's ethnic and religious diversity, he does agree that common "good-will" results from
divine imperative and inspiration. In his article, Imbelli
echoed thewords of Obama, writing "the time has come
to put away childish things" as America progresses.

upkeep of their facilities, they recommended several
cost-cutting procedures such as the outsourcing of
food management or information technologies. The
consultants, working for GDA Integrand Services in
Washington D.C., also urged colleges and universities
not to make budget cuts in "important" areas such

EDITORIAL RESOURCES
News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea for

story? Call Matthew DeLuca,
News Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or
e-mail news@bcheights.com. For
future events, e-mail, fax, or mail
a detailed description of the event
and contact information to the
News Desk.
a

The lieutenant governor's office in California last
month proposed a "fast-track" medical school program, which will allow medical students to receive their
medical degrees three years faster that they would in
most other states. Critics of this proposal argue that
a new program will diminish the reputation of doctors
state-wide. The traditional sequence of studies for
those wishing to become physicians is four years of
undergraduate school accompanied with four additional years of medical school, although some schools
do combine the undergraduate and graduate work in a
six year program. Supporters of the proposal point to
decreased state budgets and a lack of physicians nation-wide as incentives to approve the measure.

Sports Scores

Want to report the results of a
game? Call David Amstutz, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.

Medical board head
targeted in car explosion
WEST MEMPHIS,Ark. (AP)
A car
bomb explosion critically injured the head
of the Arkansas State Medical Board on
Wednesday, detonating in his driveway as
he was leaving for work, authorities said.
Trent P. Pierce, who oversees the board
that licenses and disciplines the state's
doctors, was injured after "some type of
explosive device" tore through his car,
West Memphis Police Chief Bob Paudert
said. "We believe he was on the outside
of the car when the explosion occurred,"
Paudert said. Pierce, a family physician,
was taken to Regional Medical Center
in Memphis, Tenn., where he was listed
in critical condition, said Sandy Snell a
-

San Francisco police investigate
portable restroom conflagrations

Youth group launches sticker
campaign in local liquor stores

«

.

Law enforcement officials in San Francisco, Ca. are
currently investigating a series of portable restroom
fires that haveoecured at construction sites throughout
the city in recent months. According to reports, vandals have targeted "porter-potties"in the prestigious
Russian Hill neighborhood of the city, destroying 20
since last November. Construction workers have made
efforts to foil the attacks by camouflaging the bright
blue portable restrooms and hiding them in strategic
locations. Police officials said that it has been hard to
identify suspects since most of the acts of vandalism
oecured at night.

The AUston Brighton Substance Abuse Task Force
and Youth Coalition launched a sticker campaign this
month targeting local liquor store patrons. The stickers,
which will be placed on alcohol containers at participating liquor stores, will remind adult customers that it is
illegal to provide alcohol to minors. The program is part
of a joint effort between theAllston Brighton Substance
Abuse Task Force and Youth Coalition, the Boston Police Department, and Mothers Against Drunk Driving
(MADD). The group hopes.to expand the program into
other local communities as it progresses.
?

(

hospital spokesperson.

Voices from the Dustbowl

1/26/09 1/28/09
-

-

1:00 p.m.
A report was filed regarding a
minor motor vehicle accident in the Lower
lots.
-

7:27 p.m.

A report was filed regarding lost
property in 21 Campanella Way.
-

Tuesday, Jan. 27

12:11 p.m.

A report was filed regarding a
motorist who threw an object at a parking
attendant when he was told he could not park
in a restricted area. The party was identified
as a student. A detective will investigate and
charges may be filed.
-

7:49 p.m. A report was filed regarding an
injured party at thePlex who was transported
to a medical facility by ambulance.

"My NinjaTurtUactionfigure."

?Felix Santamaria,
A&S 11

12:13 p.m. A report was filed regarding a fire
alarm activation in Lyons Hall.
-

-

A report was filed regarding lost

"My Tomagatchi."
?Alyssa Carreau,
A&S '12
"My stuffed rabbit."
?Anna TVueb,

-

11:17 a.m.

A report was filed regarding a
suspicous circumstance in 110 St. Thomas
More Rd. A detective will investigate.

3:30 p.m.

The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and off campus including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Zaehary Jason, Arts and Review Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail review©
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.
-

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believe we have made a reporting
error, have information that requires a clarification or correction,
or questions about The Heights
standards and practices, you may
contact Alexi Chi, Editor-in-Chief,
at (617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor©
bcheights.com.

A report was filed regarding an
injured party who was released to a parent.

Delivery

To have The Heights delivered to
home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Kyle Pochini, General Manager at (617) 552-0547.

your

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most
effective ways to reach the BC
community. To submit a Classified, Display, or Online Advertisement, call our Advertising office at
(617) 552-2220 Monday through
Friday.

Wednesday, Jan. 28

property.

10:15 a.m. A report was filed regarding a lost
parking permit.

"What was your favorite
childhood toy?"

-

1:16 p.m.

Arts Events

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter

11:13 a.m. A report was filed regarding an
ill party in Robsham Theater who was transported to a medical facility by ambulance.
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UNDER REPORTED

A report was filed regarding a
suspicious circumstance in Kostka Hall.

Editor-in-Chief(617) 552-2223

California government officials
to revise physician qualifications

Editors from Italian Americana magazine recently
announced that Paul Mariana, a professor in the
English department, will be the 12th recipient of the
John Ciardi Award for lifetime achievement in poetry.
Mariani, a Catholic poet, essayist, and literary biographer, has published over 200 essays and reviews and is
a noted expert on poetic studies. Mariana is also the
author of 14 books, six of which are on the subject of
poetry. His other awards include a Guggenheim Fellowship as well as several National Endowment for the
Arts and National Endowment for theHumanities Fellowships. Mariani is currently working on a biography
of Wallace Stevens.

'5:02 a.m.

-

the admissions and financial aid departments.

Englishprofessor receives award
for achievement in poetry

Monday, Jan. 26

Boston College McElroy 113
140 Commonwealth Ave.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

A&S '12

-

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2009. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS

-

1:42 a.m. A report was filed regarding an ill
party in Campion Hall who was transported
to a medical facility by ambulance.
-

4:08 p.m.

A report was filed regarding a
minor motor vehicle accident.
-

7:54 p.m. A report was filed regarding an ill
party in Walsh Hall who was transported to a
medical facility by ambulance
Source: The Boston College
Police Department
-

?

"My legos."
?Patrick Moran,
GA&S '09

Please send
corrections to editor®
bcheights.com

with'correction'

in the subject line.
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Mahoney discusses admissions with students
By Kyoolee

Park

Heights Staff

Students gathered Tuesday for Agape Latte to grab
at chocolate cake and coffee
while discussing the topic of
undergraduate admissions. John
Mahoney, director of the office
of undergraduate admissions
provided students with insights
on the complex admission process,.and the ethical questions
involved in the process.
The program was planned and
directed by Karen Kiefer, assistant director for The Church
in the 21st Century Center, and
Rick Rossi, a campus minister
for Campus Ministry. "We try
to bring people whom students
have heard of but have not had
a chance to meet. Everyone
knows who the director of undergraduate admission is, but
not many have met him," Kiefer
said. "Also, many students who
have already gone through the
process wonder what really goes
on behind the door. Maybe prospective students can see them
and benefit from them."
Mahoney, who has been the
director of undergraduate admissions since 1990, said that
in 1976 Rev. J. Donald Monan,
S.J., became the 24th President
of Bostpn College. Monan, Mahoney said, saved BC, which was
at the brink of financial crisis, by
installing an effective management team. BC grew gradually
under Monan's administration
until 1991, when alumnus Doug
Flutie set a football record for
throwing for 6,619 yards, causing
what is now called the "Flutie effect," a sharp rise in the number
of undergraduate applicants tied
to a rise in the school's athletics

program. These factors, as well
as a high number of high school
graduates, contributed to BC
admissions being influenced by
other universities that seek to
bump up the number of applicants. "Why do they want to increase the number of applicants?
Because the higher the number
and lower the admission rate,
the school will be ranked higher
in U.S News and World Report,"
Mahoney said. This encourages
some colleges to adopt tactics
that are of questionable ethics, making an already stressful
admission situation worse. "Idealistically, theprocess of looking
for a fitting college should be
fun. But I have even heard the
term 'surviving the college admission,'" Mahoney said.
Mahoney said that one of the
tactics used by universities is to
put more emphasis on their early
action or early decision program.
"Universities started to accept
students at a higher rate during
early admission, and students
noticed this trend. I do not think
the early admission program is
beneficial to students. It just
added more frenzy to the entire
admission process. A couple of
years ago, the number of early
admission applicants reached
7,000. At BC, we try to keep the
rate of early admission acceptance low so that we can give an
equal opportunity for those who
apply in January. I tell them that
BC early admission is harder,"
Mahoney said. Another tactic
some universities use is to keep
track of the "expression of interest" of the students. "Sometimes
when high school students come
to BC, they insist that they
sign in somewhere. Many colleges now encourage students

to demonstrate their interest

by visiting the school, going to
info sessions, etc. Colleges keep
track of these, saying that they
are interested in students who
are interested in them. BC fol-

lows the rule that admissions
decisions should come only
from reading the applications,"
Mahoney said.
Mahoney said that making
ethical decisions has become
trickier these days because of
the economic recession. Mahoney said that many colleges
are admitting that they are
"need-sensitive," which means
that their admission decisions
not only depend on academic
credentials of the students but
also their financial backgrounds.
"Colleges are now operating under tight budgets. They cannot
afford having too many students
who need financial aid because
they simply do not have enough
money. Therefore, they decide
to offer spots to students who
can offer the full cost of tuition,"
Mahoney said. But Mahoney
said that BC admission has been
completely need-blind. "My
staff members in the admissions
office do not have access to
the files that indicate financial
background of the applicants,"
Mahoney said. Therefore, the
need-based financial aid is
naturally large, sometimes adding up to over $75 million. The
downside of the system is that
BC cannot afford merit-based
financial aid. "We simply do not
have another $75 million to offer," Mahoney said.
Afterward, students had an
opportunity to ask questions
about various aspects, such as
the roles of race, gender, and
religion, in the admission pro-

John Mahoney is thedirector of undergraduate admissions at BC. He spoke of the admissionsprocess at Agape Latte.
cess. Cathleen Chopra-McGown,
A&S '10, said that she enjoyed
the event very much. "Tonight's
talk pushed the audience to
consider a new dimension of

college admissions: ethics. One

hears terms like need-blind admissions, but it was interesting
to hear what colleges really understood them to mean," Chopra
said. Olivia Klupar, A&S '11,
said that she was impressed by

the honesty of the speaker. "He
represented the dilemmas that
many undergraduate admission
officers face when undergoing to
application process very clearly
and honestly," Klupar said. \u25a0

BC Undergraduate research aids in disease diagnosis
By David Kete
Heights Staff

In the summer of 200T, Dr.
Paul Yager, who was working
on a project for the detection of
fever causing diseases, invited a
handful of students to his bioengineering lab at the University of
Washington. Among the select
few to win a spot on his research
team was Camille Petri, A&S
'09, and the only undergraduate chosen. She was selected to
take part in the Amgen Scholars
Program, which takes some students interested in participating in biological research at the
industrial level and gives them
an opportunity to gain firsthand
experience.

Yager's lab dealt with the
problems encountered in diagnosing diseases in underdeveloped countries. Some very
similar diseases manifest the
same symptoms, such as a fever, and present difficulties in

diagnosis. Therefore, it is essential to get an accurate, quick
diagnosis. This cannot be done
in many places because of the
lack of sophisticated medical
equipment and the controlled
conditions necessary for carrying out these tests. Yager lab's
mission was to create a method
to test for diseases like malaria in
a way that couldbe done easily,
without specialized equipment
or controlled environments.
"I picked the lab for two reasons. First, because I had been
to Africa on a service trip previously and saw the impact that
this kind of research could have
there," Petri said. "I also liked
the idea ofcreating new technology that wasn't too expensive
for people in underdeveloped
nations to be able to use."
"One of the biggest problems
for nations without good medical care is incorrect diagnosis.
We need to be able to diagnose
correctly to treat the disease cor-

rectly," Petri said. "Otherwise, fever as a symptom. All of this all of this is to have a test that is
lots oftime and resources can be contributes to the fact that it is relatively simple and can be done
wasted." It was these problems not easy to diagnose patients in at the point of treatment, leadthat led Yager to begin research less developedcountries. The lab ing to quicker and more accurate
aimed to reduce diagnoses, focusing treatment.
on ways to bring
"One the biggest this complex testtesting for maThere were numerous challaria and other problems
nations ing process down lenges facing Petri and the rest
fever causing
to a simple proof the team. The first was to
diseases to the without good medical cedure involving get the test down to a small
"point of care."
placing a drop of scale. "There are problems of
care is incorrect
Petri worked
the patient's blood bubbles occurring or the fluid
diagnosis. We need into
with Yager and
one of the not spreading evenly, and the
to be able to diagnose micro-channels issue of whether the indicator
a team of graduate students
correctly to treat the on the card and will even recognize the disease
to reduce the
simply looking at in such a small amount," Petri
disease correctly"
an indicator, also
said. Another main issue was the
diagnosis process for macontained in the temperature at which the cards
Camille Petri,
card, that would would be stbred. "We wanted to
laria down to a
turn red if the pause materials that were stable
simple test that
A&S '09
tient is infected
at very extreme temperatures
could be carried
out on a small, credit card-sized
with the disease.
since the weather in many areas
Petri's research involved the of the world where this would be
apparatus. "Normally, these tests
are done using lots of separate development of the card test for
used is frequently very hot. With
pieces ofequipment," Petri said. malaria, but in the future, she the current testing method, the
There are also numerous bufbelieves others on Yager's team different solutions need to be
fers and solutions also used to and at other labs will develop kept in controlled temperature
tests for other, similar diseases.
test blood samples for malaria
environments. To make the tests
She said that the ultimate goal of more versatile and even more
and other diseases that share

of
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capable of being used in less
than ideal situations, Petri and
the others had to find materials
that still produced an accurate
result after being stored at very
high temperatures. "We stored
a bunch of differentmaterials at
high temperatures for extended
periods of time and looked to
see which ones still worked
when we ran tests with them,"
Petri said. "When we found one
that worked, we were extremely
happy."

Petri said that her summer of

research was an invaluable experience in putting her classroom
skills to practical use. "It also
showed me how to appreciate
research," she said. While she
plans to attend medical school
instead of continuing with biomedical research, she said that
she enjoyed participating in this
program a lot because she got to
see that her research could have
a direct impact on the quality of
people's lives. \u25a0

Competition saves energy
By Ana Lopez

Asst. News Editor
Boston College Facilities Management, in conjunction with
Undergraduate Government ofBC
(UGBC) and ResLife, is sponsoring the 4th annual residence hall
energy competition throughout
the month of February. The competition tracks the energyusage of
Upper, Lower, and Newton campus
residence halls this month and
compares them to each respective residence hall's energy usage
of February of last year. The
residence hall that exhibits the
greatest percentage drop in energy
consumed will be awarded a private
BBQ party sponsored by the UGBC
and facilities management in late
March.
An addition to this year's competition is the online dashboard
that tracks the progress of each
lower residence hall. The dashboard
also includes several features that
equate the energy use of each residence hall to relatable units, such
as a how many hours ofblow-drying
and how many driven miles could
be powered by the energy being
used by the residence hall at that
moment. "It is an innovative way
of looking at what energy means,"
said Deirdre Manning, director of
sustainability and energy management. "It also helps in educating
students about the environmental
impact of electrical use."
The dashboard also converts

the energy usage of the residence
hall into a monetary figure. Due to
the fact that many students move
into apartments or homes following
their time at BC and will thenhave
to face a monthly utilities bill, this
figure will give students a concept
of the cost of energy use. "It is a
user-friendly piece of software,"
Manning said. "We are setting
students up for a lifetime of energy
conservation." The dashboard can
be accessed at bc.edu/residence
hallenergy.

Though only the nine largest
residence halls on campus are featured on the dashboard, all campus
residence halls are included in the
competition. For the residence
halls that are not featured on the
dashboard, students can contact
their resident directors to receive
updates as to the progress of their
residence hall within the competition.

Students can participate in the
competition by making efforts such
as shutting off lights when they are
not in use and not leavingradios or
television on for extended periods
of time. "Studies have shown that
40 percent ofresidential energy use
is discretionary, meaning lights and
televisions. The other 60 percent is
necessary energy, such as heating,"
Manning said. "Knowing that 40
percent of energy is discretionary,
students can control whether they
choose to use energy or not."
Chris Denice, president of the
UGBC and CSOM '09, said that

he hopes that the competition will
help to instill long-term energy
saving habits in students. "The
goal is to educate students about
energy conservation and eventually
modify how we consume electricity," Denice said. "I hope thatwith
a successful contest this February,
the investment will prove worthwhile and more residence halls
can be put on the system in the
near future."
The theme of this year's competition is "NRG Games Ever to
Conserve."
Manning and Denice felt that
BC is performing well in terms
of adherence to the sustainability movement. "BC is becoming a
green school faster than I anticipated, and it deserves recognition
for that.I think BC students should
be commended for taking the lead
for the environmental movement
on campus over the past few years,"
Denice said.
"Each year we've done better
than the last year UGBC provides
programming, athletics is aiding in
recycling, and student and faculty
awareness has gone up," Manning
said.
All new residence halls built on
campus as a part ofthe University's
Institutional Master Plan will
include several features thatmake
them more energy efficient and
environmentally friendly. "All the
residence halls will take advantage
ofdaylight and feature low flowfaucets and toilets," Manning said. \u25a0
-
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Female students find opportunities in the sciences
Women, from Al
scends in the science community
to the undergraduate student
body. Ali O'Connell, a female

student of biology and A&S '11,
shared this sentiment.
"Ithink there shouldbe more
women working in the science
field. Itwould be 50 percent more
brainpower when you encourage
SO percent more of the population to join in. I think it is hurting us not to have more women,"
O'Connell said.
A study done by the National Science Foundation in
2006 found that 27 percent of
scientists employed full time in
academia, business, or elsewhere
were women, and women had
a 20 percent share of professorships in the sciences. These
numbers reflect great increases
since the 1970'5,but the discrepancy still remains.
According to both BC students and professors of science,
the challenge to family life that
a career in research science creates is the number one reason

women do not remain in the that if they do not stay recent,
field. "The social structure of they will fall from "the edge
doing science is not supportive of knowledge" and be largely
incapable, under the currently
to the essentials of the propagaHake
said.
accepted path from undergrad
tion of our species,"
Hake referred to the process through tenure, of reentering
from undergraduate education work as a scientist.
Christie Hegermiller, A&S '11,
through doctorate and tenure
which she said takes until you is an environmental geosciences
major with a focus on oceanogare 40 if followed in sequence.
"Paraphrasing research, by the raphy. Hegermiller said a career
goal of hers is to
time you're 42,
"I've thought a lot research on site,
the window for
fertility has closed about the idea that meaning working for months
for women," Hake
I won't be able to
on a boat. "I've
said.
thought a lot
spend time with
Hake said the
the idea
problem that
my husband or my about
that I won't be
women in science
family I am on a able to spend
face is that scitime with my
ence is about disboat"
husband or my
covery, which is
family if I am on
achieved by workChristie Hegermiller, a boat. I expect
ing at the edges
Twill face those
ofknowledge. "In
A&S 11
challenges, and
order to remain at
the edge ofknowledge, you can't I assume that I'll have to make
sacrifices, but I know that it can
take a break," Hake said. Scientists are in constant competition be done," Hegermiller said.
over grant funding in order to
To many, the challenges
continue research, which means are clear, but it comes down

if

?

in the tenure clock," Hake said.

to a question of compromise.
"Women are pretty versatile.
We can make things happen,
and we can make things work,"
said Mary Roberts, professor in

This flexibility would allow
women to take breaks in between
steps in their career. Hake said
that the proposed policy from
Obama would be
the chemistry department. "If you
"Women are pretty "unbelievable."
"Also, if we could
like what you're
versatile. We can somehow institudoing enough,
you'll figure out make things happen, tionalize a genuunderstanding
a way to make it
and we can make ine
of the different
work," O'Connell
paths that you
things work"
said.
could take, that
Although
wouldbe very enthese women in
Mary Roberts,
couraging," Hake
science share the
belief that it can Professor of Chemistry said.
BC has its own
be done, Obama's
suggested policy would likely way of encouraging women to
enter the science field in the
encourage the many who are
discouraged. Hake stated that Women in Science and Technology (WIST) club. This club,
many universities and institutes
have policies to help women and completely run by undergradumen maintain family life as a ate women, reaches out to local
high schools by way of presenscientist.
"There are grants to reintetations on studies and careers
grate women after they've taken in science and brings young
a break. There are child care students on campus for a series
services within buildings where
of lab experiments to whet their
the parent works. There are also interest in the field.
WIST was started to address
places where there is flexibility
?

the problem of how to reach
women at an earlier stage. It is a
terrificprogram. The undergrads
are the best way of recruiting
people. Many of the BC girls
in the club really blossom in a
teaching type environment,"
Roberts said.
On top of these methods
of pulling women in to science to diversify and improve
the nation's science field, the
"geek in chic" phenomenon
Seems to be familiar to BC students. "The image is changing
with shows like Grey's Anatomy
and CSI. All these shows make
science look cool," O'Connell
said. O'Connell and Hegermiller
agreed that women in general
have become more empowered
to be intelligent. "I certainly feel
empowered by the opportunity
to be in science and that I don't
feel put out, like I shouldn't be
in this field," Hegermiller said,
even though she also noted that
some male students don't seem
to take her answers as seriously
in her predominantly male science classes. \u25a0

Microfinancing provides aid for sustainable lives
lord, was given loans and is now
thriving. He currently employs 11
people and has won several local
business awards.
The panel was organized
and moderated by Lauren Galinsky, A&S '09. With help
from Mike MaJelinek said
dormo, A&S '09,
that his efforts "People eat this
have had social as
the two sought to
up... They love the inform BC stuwell as economic
effects. He said
idea a business dents about the
that as women are
intricacies and
that's actually good advantages of
given money and
the microfinance
a chance to start
the world'.'
their own busibusiness.
ness, they gain
The two iniMichael Madormo, tially connected
the confidence to
A&S '09
when Galinstand up to abusky started the
sive village leaders and objectification and take Boston College Microfinance
control of their destinies. .
Initiative group, an associaLike her fellow panelists, tion for students interested in
Eurkus works to provide loans microfinance and needed help
to the less-fortunate, except with publicity and organization.
her work involves working with Madormo, the president of the
Americans alone. Her company, BC Americans for Informed Democracy (AID) chapter, offered
Acci6n USA, is the leading microloan company in the U.S. Eurkus to fuse her organization with
said that "small businesses are AID in order to combine ideas
the backbone of [the U.S.] econand efforts.
omy" and works mostly in urban
"People eat this stuff up,"
Madormo said of microfinance.
areas to aid more individual small
business ventures.
"They love the idea of a busiProviding an example of the ness that's actually good for the
people she helps, Eurkus told world." Ryan said, "These loans
the story of a barber from Atchange people's lives," helping
lanta who, after nearly having his the less fortunate take initiatives
business shut down by his land- and enter thebusiness world. \u25a0

a single mother who looks after
three of her own children as well
as three of her deceased sister's
children, asked for a loan from
OI and now has a storefront
business and has sent all sixkids
to school.

stuff
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for

?
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Scott Jelinek spoke aboutthe work he has done with Opportunity International,a company with whom he was able to pursue his interest in healthcare.
Microloans, from Al
loans to, primarily, Malawian
women who are trying to start
their own business. The women
are told to get into business
groups to delegate responsibilities, are given a six to eight

week crash course on business
management, and are provided
with constant guidance as their
modest business takes off. Ryan
said that his business is funded
by people just like those in the
audience, by donations from
those concerned about world

on HIV/AIDS education implementation in Western
Africa and Mozambique.
Opportunity International now has 1.2 million clients
worldwide, including an African
woman named Asumpta, whom
Jelinek spoke about. Asumpta,

to focus

poverty.

Jelinek followed a path similar to Ryan's. An international
studies major who is also premed, Jelinek has done extensive
field work with a company called
Opportunity International. His
interest in healthcare has led him

FACES event discusses being biracial in Obama's America
By

Caroline Pepek

For The Heights

Although interrupted by a
rogue fire alarm, last night's
FACES event, Constructing a
Multiracial Identity in American
Society, refused to stop.
As students milled outside
the Cabaret Room during the
nearly 10-minute impromptu
intermission, the subjects overheard were not of the weather or
the fire alarm but a continuation
of the discussion inside.
"I wanted to get a broader
horizon of different voices and
cultures" said Lauren Chlanda, A&S '12. "This program
definitely exposes students to
different things outside their
comfort bubble."
"This will give people a new
perspective. People are quick
to identify with one thing," said

Ashley Mathis, A&S '12.
Indeed, giving students a
new perspective is exactly what
the directors of FACES hoped
to achieve with last night's
program. In a country with
growing number of multiracial
and multicultural citizens, few
venues exist for open discussion. This, along with the election of the United States' first
multiracial president Barack
Obama, brought the subject to
the forefront of American conversation.

Steve Roundtree, a member
ofthe five-person panel involved
in the discussion and A&S '10,
said, "It gives you a lift seeing
someone of multiracial descent
as president."
"It's not that he's black or
white; it's more that he's a person of AHANA descent stepping
into office," said Ashley Woods,

Morales, who found himself
A&S '10 and another panelist
at the event.
perpetually defined as "only
Woods and Roundtree, along two of many different Hispanic
with Mario Morales, CSOM '10, cultures," perhaps explained
Danielle Larsen, A&S '11, and the reoccurring theme of social
Noemie Hailu, A&S '09, openly constructs and a multiracial
family.
discussed their experiences being multiracial.
"Most people think I should
"Because the rate of multispeak Spanish with a last name
racial people is increasing and like Morales, but I don't. My
because it is an issue to figure family from Florida thinks I
out how to identify yourself should speak Spanish as well,"
in today's socihe said.
ety, we knew we
At the center
was a mixed"There
needed to do this
of the discussion
discussion," said race identity at my
of the five panelNadia Hoekstra,
school. We
a ists was the overHall Talk coorarching theme of
dinator, emcee common ground: We quick categorizafor the event, and all shared an identity tion.
A&S '11.
As Larsen
not
one
Along with
said, people in
Hoekstra, Akash
true identity"
her primarily
Tharani, ALC
white high school
programming cowere quick to catNoemie Hailu,
director and A&S
egorize her. At
'09, questioned
A&S '09
one point, a gym
the panelists
on
teacher asked her
?
everything from racial identity to translate for a Chinese exand social constructs to dating change student; Larsen said,
and family life.
"Koreans don't speak ChiThe panelists, who were nese."
sometimes serious and at other
As all of the panelists said,
times comic, said that they
quick judgments by those unare indefinable individuals in aware of their true ethnicities
a society based on definitions. have been commonplace. AlWoods, who described herself though the concepts ofrace are
as an "equal-opportunity dater," shifting in today's society, many
said she felt a pull between her multiracial students still remain
ethnicities.
unfairly generalized.
"There is no way I am good
"People want to categorize
enough for either side of my you because at least they think
family, but I'm good enough for they know who you are at a basic
me," she said.
level," Larsen said.
Roundtree said, "I'm the
"I try to be true to myself
darkest person in one half and about it and not be like, I look
the lightest person in the other like this so I must be this. I
half. You tend to be on the edge can't put myself in a category,"
in these family situations; you
Roundtree said.
do stand out."
Yet, as the directors of the
i

found

of
?
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?

i

tionships.

event said, only through open
discussion can these barriers

be broken.
"Increasingly, people are less
and less being defined by one
thing and it needs to be talked
about," Hoekstra said.
There is also a need for discussion between individuals
who are multiracial. Hailu,
who attended an international
high school, experienced many
multiracial people early in life
and benefited from those rela-

'

"There was a mixed-race
identity at my school. We found
a common ground: We all shared
an identity of not having one
true identity," she said.
The directors said they hoped
the event last night would spark
the need for a multiracial club.
"We wanted to do this so
people of multiracial backgrounds could network, so they
could see what other people
were going through and talk

about those issues," Tharani
said.
The discussion on multiracial
identities provided common
ground for many ofthe individuals on the panel and in the room.
As the directors said after the
event, the need for more intra
interracial discussion was apparent and could only produce a
more tolerant environment.
"We want people to realize you shouldn't judge just by
what you see," Hoekstra said. \u25a0
-
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Textbooks may Center to be focused on student life
be going digital
Online, from Al
Quinn said. "They immediately can
know whether they got the answer

right or wrong."
Quinn said that the practice of
using online tools has lightened the
workload of teaching assistants in
Quinn's microeconomics classes.
"The new online problem sets have
saved a considerable amount of
time and effort for the TA's. The
work of correcting all of those
papers can be mind-numbing and
unnecessary, in this case." Quinn
said that theonline applicationhas
also had an effect on the amount
of work he has been able to assign
his students. "If the problem sets
weren't online, given the amount of
paperwork the TA's would have to
do, they probably would have been
smaller and would have been given
out less often."
Richard Tresch, also a professor
inthe economics department,is the
author of several textbooks, including Public Finance: A Normative
Theory, which contains an online
supplement. The online aspect of
the book contains examples and
case studies that the student can
use in conjunction with the text,
which is primarily theoretical. "I
found that in many textbooks,
the examples got in the way of the
theory," Tresch said. "I decided to
package a short book with the examples separate from the text."
There liavebeen some who have
expressed concern for the future
of the textbook industry, pointing
to the advent of digital content
and used book sales as causes for
concern. "There are several forces
impacting the industry right now,"
Gallaugher said. "The rise of the
Internet has increased the efficiency of the secondary book market, making it easier to sell used
books. When thesebooks get sold,
publishers make no money."
Not only has the Internet increased the circulation of secondhand books, but there is also a
thriving gray market, where lowcost international editions are
imported back into the U.S. Gallaugher also noted that there are
several Web sites where "pirated"
copies of textbooks can be found.
"Given all these factors, it's not
easy for this industry to make money anymore. The textbookindustry,

in its present form, is dying."

Gallaugher, however, does not
believe that the responsibility for
the industry decline lies solely
with outside forces. "The textbook
industry has not been wise regarding their reactions towards these
forces. Not only are textbooks
expensive, but much of the content
is outdated, texts bloated with
excessive content, firms have spent
far too much money on low-value
digital extras, and many books are
simply not engaging," he said.
According to a 2004 study by
the College Board, a student at an
American college or university paid
approximately $817 for textbooks
andsupplies during the 2003-2004
school year.
While some faculty members
predict a difficult market for textbook publishers, others believe
that there might be hope for the
industry. "In the late '90s, people
thought that as the Internet became much better, textbooks would
be replaced by online applications,
Tresch said. "That hasn't necessarily been the case, though. Students
seem to resist the movement away
from books, and it seems that
they will not give up the physical
texts."
Gallaugher echoed that sentiment, citing convenience as a major
reason why students have not yet
forfeited the print and ink mediums
of learning. "With online textbooks, students may have a choice
to either print out all the material
when they need it or read the material online. But printed versions are
unruly and online versions cause

strain," he said.
New technology, however, may
provide a solution to that issue.
"There is new technology, such as
the new Kindle device which will
give students better options," he
said. The Kindle, an electronic
bookreader from Internet company
Amazon.com, allows customers to
download books and newspaper
subscriptions onto the portable
device designd with e-Ink that is
light and easy to read. "Amazon
has sold out of Kindles for two
straight holiday seasons. Efforts
like this are on their way to widespread adoption," Gallaugher said.
"But whether that's three years,
five years, or 10 years away is uncertain." \u25a0
eye

The event featured decumentarian Byron Hurt, who spoke to students about his work.

Ceremony opens
month of events
Opening, from Al
hop were not taking us where we
needed to be. My film came at a
time when people were ready to
hear the critique."
Hurt said the attendees
should try to make a difference
in the world, but said, "Before
you can help anybody else, you
need to help yourself. Reach
deep inside and bring out the
best in you. Everyone has theopportunity to create and be what
they want to be." Hurt said that
black culture goes beyond hip
hop and slavery. "Black culture
is about beauty and love. We
cannot allow any body to define
us. We need to define ourselves
beyond theslave experience. We
are diverse, beautiful but we do
not always agree with each other.
Understand that out of slavery
came people who are living in
a world that does not embrace
them," he said.
Among the attendees was
Andy Petigny, associate director
of AHANA Student Programs.
He said, "The black history
month gives the cultural groups
an opportunity to work together
and improve communications.
I would definitely want to see

tual/ethical dimension sees how
people grow within their own set
of beliefs or sense of justice.
. The focus of the new cen-

more students. The speakers
are powerful and can connect to
the student body. I hope to see
more students at Black History

Month celebrations because it
is not just black history, it is
American history."
Harold Hinds, co-chair of
the black history month planning committee and COSM '09,
defined black history as "the
collective legacy of a fracture
race and the story of how those
legacies affect us all toady.
"When I first came to BC, I
thought I wanted to do something great. I aspire to make a
name for myself. I realized that
when you do what you do to be
something incredible, you really
might not succeed. But when you
are not concerned about being
cool, but you want to help make
something special, the odds are
you will succeed."
"I hope the events will increase communications among
the cultural groups which will
generate a desire to do more,"
Hinds said. "It is a difficult thing
but we have a ways to go before
we can say that we are united as
a black community, as AHANA
community and as a BC community." \u25a0

ter will be to bring all these

pieces of student life together.

those programs' effectiveness
and impact on BC students,"
Garza said.
The process of becoming a
"formed" person is a lifelong
ordeal, but the college years are

"very important"
Under Purnell,
the Center for
"We
were impressed for development
Student Formain this matter
through our Purnell said.
tion will also
employ two as- interviews
her with "I think more
sociate directors.
in terms of the
One of these as- her energy, her vision, human qualities
sociate directors and her commitment that we conwill be from missider important
to undergraduate
sion and ministry
to cultivate and
while the other
education and
live by. These inwill be from stuclude compasstudent
dent affairs.
sion, integrity,
The center both in and outside intellectual curiis planned to be
osity, a committhe classroom''
in an office loment to justice,
cated centrally
generosity, and
Cutberto Garza,
on BC's campus.
a habit of careThe role of the
ful and critical
Provost and Dean
center will be to
reflection about
of Faculties
"foster converthe world and
sations between
our roles and
administrators, professors, and relationships in it."
students" in regard to the forEven though the Center for
mation of a student. "[We will]
Student Formation is about
conduct research and make
seven months away, Purnell has
programs in regard to formation. hopes for the future. She wants
Also we want to act as a catalyst BC's center to learn as much as
for innovative programs," Purpossible about student formanell said.
tion and to be a resource for
The center will also focus on other universities interested in
linking together the experiences student formation.
thatstudents have on immersion
She hopes: that the center
trips and volunteer work with will have thriving programs both
old, such as PULSE, and new.
their lives at BC. The center will
also "ensure the coordination of "The problem with the existing
existing student formation efprograms is that not everyone
forts throughout Boston College. can do them, everyone can't be
It will bring together the work accommodated," Purnep said,
that takes place in the class"I hope the center will have
rooms, residence halls, dining programs all students can parhalls, etc. and help to maximize ticipate in." \u25a0

further

of

formation
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Purrtell, recently

named director of the Center for Student Formation, is a political science professor.

Purnell, from Al
different types of experiences

by speaking with students who
participated in various immersion trips.
She saw a need for these
students to have something to
do next. "[Students who go
on] service trips do them and
then ask 'now what?' We want a

program that would bring these
students together and find out
what they should do with the experience they just had," Purnell
said. She also has been involved
in campus ministry.
"We were impressed with
what we knew of her work and
with what we learned from others. We were impressed further

through our interviews of her
with her energy, her vision,
and her commitment to undergraduate education and student
formation both in and outside
the classroom," said Cutberto
Garza, provost and dean offaculties, in an e-mail.
Formation is "a process of
learning and development that
already happens here at BC,"
Purnell said. Formation is a
three dimensional concept, the
pieces of which are learning,
social, and spiritual/ethical.
Learning is done mostly in the
classroom, but also through
research projects.
The social aspect looks at
different people's roles in different relationships. The spiri-

Sexuality an issue in teaching
Class, from Al
Breines, professor in the history

department.
The panel afforded the opportunity for an open discussion
that bridged the gap between

students and administrators.
"These kinds of panel discussions are important because
they allow for public and open
discussion that deepens peoples' engagement with issues on
campus," said Charles Morris,
professor in the communications department andjnember
of the executive board of LGFSAA.
"These kinds of events help
build community for GLBTQ
people on campus and cement
a feeling of welcome," said
Scott Molony, director of communications for the GLBTQ
Leadership Council (GLC) and
A&S '11. "We hear a lot about
the student experience at BC
but hardly anything about the
other side, and what it feels like
to be GLBTQ for a faculty or
staff member."
"Sexual being and sexual
knowing are deeply forged by
pedagogical experience," said
Morris before introducing the
panelists. "In more recent years,
sexuality has often become exProfessors talked about how it is best to address GLBTQ issues in the classroom, and how GLBTQ concerns can bo incorporated into classes.
plicit in the classroom spoken,
respected, wrangled over in all experience. Calling on students subtitle of the event, Breines the time faculty advisors who
are allies are not always easy to
its thrilling and vexing means
to help professors understand pointed out that "GLBTQ" and
seem
to
be
find.
A lot of people who talk
issue,
the
breadth
of
the
she
"sexual
orientation"
and motives."
about GLBTQ issues talk about
Mahoney said the GSSW's encouraged students to speak synonyms.
"This is patently absurd either gay or straight students
focus on GLBTQ issues dates up in the classroom setting and
back to October 2005, when the call for the inclusion of GLBTQ because heterosexuality is also but there is no middle ground
examples to be a sexual orientation," Breines for the bisexual or transgender
GSSW passed
infused in classsaid. He called on those present population."
a resolution to
"The resounding
Members of the GLC also exroom discussions
to challenge their own basic asform a group to
get
answer
I
their interest in the conpressed
sexuality.
about
sumptions
and
syllabi.
research the efVasquez said he gained
struction of a GLBTQ student
Pane lists
fects of same sex
students is that it
center and the introduction of a
audience perspective on the student exrelationships on
would be great to and
members shared perience from outside of the queer theories major at BC.
children after
Poteat also recognized the
classroom from working in stuhave one central
stories of hetBoston Catholic
of taking topics that
Vasquez
importance
halls.
dent
residence
eronormatively
Charities banned
location to go to and oriented class- said that a holistic approach interest students outside the
gay adoption.
like they are
classroom like sexuality and
to student development is imroom situations
Around the
the discussion into an
portant.
bringing
same time the supported. A lot
the in which GLBTQ
"Although there seems to academic setting.
sexuality was eiGSSW, through
timefaculty advisors ther ignored or be support in terms of gender
Inhis interpersonalrelationstrategic planships course, Poteat makes an
ning, decided to who are allies are not not considered. issues, dike through the WRC,
effortto integrate GLBTQ issues
One student there is no centralized center
concentrate on
always easy to
shared an expefor GLBTQ students," Vasquez throughout the entire course.
issues of diverrience she had
said. "The resounding answer "Students talk about these issity in its cura
I get from students is that it sues outside oftheclassroom, so
language
in
riculum. All facManuel Vasquez,
why can't we connect it to what
cenulty members Resident Director, Office class. Unable would be great to have one
to
to
and
feel
we're doing in the classroom?"
go
avoid
the
istral
location
to
were surveyed
of Residential Life
sue of sexuality like they are supported. A lot of Poteat said. \u25a0
and asked to rate
through ambiguthe importance
ous pronoun use, the student
of teaching certain.diversity
Eating Disorder Treatment
was faced with an awkward
issues like age, race, and class,
situation
when
asked
about
her
and also torate their confidence
"ideal husband."
in teaching diversity issues in
Suffering from Anorexia and
Breines, described by Morthe classroom. The area with
the biggest disparity between ris at the start of the event as a
the rankings of importance and "queer pioneer at BC," taught
For the most effective treatment and highest staff-to-client ratio in New
confidence was in the area of the course Lesbian, Gay, BisexEngland, informed clinicians refer their clients to Laurel Hill Inn. We
ual History in the West from the
GLBTQ issues.
extensive programming in a highly structured and supervised
provide
mid-1990's
until
his
retirement
are
the
Tohn said students
therapeutic setting. Evening, day, residential, and aftercare
Breines
non-institutional
best resource for educating this past December.
programs in West Medford and West Somerville. Call Linda at
proposed a thought experiprofessors on the role sexual781 393-0559 or visit our web site at www.laurelhillinn.com.
ment: in examining the title and
ity plays in a student's learning
-

from

feel

-

of

find"

?
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Radio, blog response to

"A cynic is a man who, when he smells flowers, looks around for a coffin."
?H.L. Mencken

'Bromance' article shameful
THE ISSUE: Heights article subject of local radio and Web coverage
WHAT WE THINK: Wanton commentary was beyond hateful
On Tuesday, the popular "Dennis gemony. By doing this, the hosts
and Callahan Morning Show" on pandered to a lowest common
WEEI, a Boston-based sports radio denominator view of masculinity
station, spent 15 minutes of airtime which was subsequently demonreading and discussing an article strated by a series of listeners who
from the Feb. 2 edition ofThe Heights called in with vulgar commentary.
The hosts also insulted BC stutitled "Isn't it Bromantic?" The
article quoted several heterosexual dents as a body, referring to them
BostonCollege male undergraduates as being of the "chronic suck-up
who said that they enjoy committed, variety." What schools, we must
platonic relationships with male ask, do they find both acceptably
friends. It would be easy to classify masculine and adequately of the
the majority of the comments made not-suck-up variety? Surely it is
as homophobic and indicative of a no school in the top 50, none of the
liberal arts schools,
lack of sensitivity
none with unranked
on the part of those
sports teams, and
whomade them, but
By
only
that
arguing
none where stuthere are also some
certain
activities
are
dents may share
more disturbing isfriendmeaningful
that
would
men,
we
suitable real
sues
ships with their
like to address.
the commentators
classmates(the defThe commentapresented
themselves
as
inition of a colletors made a numunthinking.
shallow
and
giate atmosphere).
ber of derisive
Even more discomments about
concerting were the
students who they
malicious and conspecifically named
temptible comments made by BC
on air. They asserted that the students are in fact homosexuals and alumni who posted anonymously
thatthe friendships they share with on a well-known local sports blog
other men are not as they say. At and on bcheights.com. It is especially
disheartening to see that the valone point, the commentator referenced a particular student, and, ues instilled by the University were
upon reading his name, said, "If discarded after graduation, and we
that'snot gay, I don't know what is." hope that their views are not reflecThe hosts also made disturbtive of the current BC student body.
While the anonymity that the
ing remarks about the nature of
masculinity and of male friendship. Internet and perceived barrier of
The examples they provided of ac- the radio booth might encourage
such remarks, we
ceptable male acthese indihope
tivities invariably
viduals remember
involved sportthat the students
ing events, drinkWhile the anonymity
they insulted on
ing, and strippers.
that the Internet and
these public airIt seems fairly
say
obvious to
that
waves are real peoperceived barrier
there are more
ple with families,
of the radio booth
friends, and aspiratypes of men than
might encourage such
those one will find
tions for the future.
remarks, we hope these
Finally, we would
in the local Hootindividuals remember
like to exhort two
ers. By arguing that
only certain activigroups in their efthat the students
forts. First, to note
ties are suitable
they insulted on
for real men, the
that not all of the
these public airwaves
commentators premen on the show
sented themselves
are real people with
seemed to feel the
as shallow and unsame way and that
families, friends, and
a few gave feeble
thinking. Apparaspirations for the
resistance to those
ently, having aconfuture.
who spoke loudversation, sharing
interests outside
est. We encourthe arena, or enage these others to
gaging in thought
speak more loudare not activities that real ly and eloquently in support
men do with one another. of their convictions next time.
The commentators also mocked
Also, we encourage the GLC and
the belief that women prefer men other, student groups on campus
who have meaningful and complex who work to dispel the ignorance
relationships with other men. This surrounding homosexuality and
cheapens the relationship between other issues of sexuality and genthe sexes. Their derision asserts der. We ask them to take a renewed
that women should only be interspirit of commitment from this
ested in men who like women with unfortunate incident. As we can
large breasts, men who drink cheap see, when one type of relationship
beer, speak in monosyllables, and is threatened, all others are as well;
whose greatest ambition in life in this case, it was a couple of our
is to achieve fantasy football he- ownwho were very publicly affected.

for

Lack of student interest begets administrative vagueness
I attended last week's State ofthe
Heights event in which all Boston College
students were welcomed to submit their
questions forreal-time response from administrators Rev. William P. Leahy, SJ., Dr.
Hafher, Dr. Keating, and Dr. Rombalski. I

have waited to submit this letter until this
time to best get my thoughts in order.
This year's State of the Heights was
saddening. Midway through the event, I
could do nothingbut record theobfuscatory and non-answeranswers our
administrators supplied, instead of the
concrete replies solicited; "this is a policy
we will review in the future," and "we
would be very interested in talking later
with students in this regard" were common "[loanrequest] rates are going up
at high rates of increase" was a zinger. I
quickly got the very real and very dismaying sense that our administrators didn't
really want to engage with the gathered
-

students.
In the Jan. 27 issue of The Observer, I
read an article in which a BC chemistry
professor commented on thecharacter of
the BC administration. He remarked that
scholars do not occupy the top echelon of
BC decision-making. After sitting for 180
minutes ofreferences to the Institutional
Master Plan (IMP), it was clear that our
administrators run their organization as
a business beholden to its shareholders
(that is, alumni and investors), and not its
stakeholders (current students). The nearinvisible Fr. Leahy spoke truly in mentionat BC and
ing that he has "never

thatstudents wouldn't likely share his
affinity for Co-Row dorms ("being close
to McElroy and classes"); "you'd probably
say, 'you're not one of us,'" he said.
I also read the coverage The Heights
devotedto the event. Of the l;600-wordor-so piece, over 1,000 covered the initial
speeches givenby the four administrators.
Questions that theaudience had posed
were either within such summations or
occupied only a scant portion of the article. While it may have been more helpful
to testify to the number of questions the
administrators did not understand or the
strangely high number offacts which they
refuted outright, poor reporting was not
the reason behind this disproportion. The
students and faculty gathered at the State
of the Heights received abusinessperson's
summary of academic and social policies.
I was under-impressed with each administrator's inability to appear like they had
more than just money on their minds.
But what's the real reason behind
of our administrator's apparent detachment? The Stateof the Heights was in a
tiny Fulton room, and we didn't even fill

administrators to give the non-answers
that they did, remove valuableclasses and
professors without appropriate inquiry, or
unilaterally construct policies with which
we may clash.
The complaints about BC's scholastic,
social, and sport environments Ihear are
numerous the Amethyst Initiative, slow
buses, poor housing, Eurocentric Core
courses, the ethnic profile ofour professor pool lopsided towardwhites, and
others. But what doesn't come up nearly
as often is the necessary step beyond
such grievances how do we move from
here? What do we dowith the wants and
understandings we have now? The State of
the Heights was just that opportunity, and
13,925 of us missed it.
I see active attendance at something
like the State ofthe Heights as analogous
to voting in a free democracy, sheepishly,
Irecall the Hollywood-ized quote attributed to populist Huey Long, "Ifyou don't
vote, you don't matter!"
So, here's the cheese: I would like to
matter more. I would like all of us to matter more and matter as students, not as

it. IfBC had 1,000 students enrolled, our
sub-75 person attendance numbers would
havebeen less unsettling. But we've got

financial investments or tuition statistics.

14,000 here.
I recognize thatother means ofpetitioning BC administrators exist. These avenues may see high levels ofactivity. And
it was raining, cold, and icy that night. But
this event'sobservable lack ofconcrete
student involvementmakes it easy for our

-

-

-

I am considering a run for the UGBC and I
enthusiastically encourage anyone to join
a group some concerned colleagues and I
have formed in the hopes of increasing the
interaction between administrators and
students. Rush to: conklimi@bc.edu.

MICAH CONKLING
A&S '10

Column copy editing confuses semantics on abortion issue
Editor's Note: It is Heights policy to change references to "pro-choice" and "pro-life" to "abortion-rights" and
"anti-abortion" respectively. Changes made to this article were in accordance with Heights style and were not
intended to alter the meaning of the piece.

Cecilia Fierro
Given thatBoston College has a welldeserved reputation for being an institution dedicated to higher education and
the transmission ofknowledge, one would
think that the importance of semantics
would be respected. One may also think
that thepolitical significance of semantics
would be recognized.
On Thursday, Jan. 29, our esteemed
independent newspaper published a
piece written by Rachel Lamorte discussing the sentiment ofhope many prochoice and family-planning advocates felt
at having the Mexico City policy, better
known as the Global Gag Rule, rescinded
by President Obama.
Unfortunately, Lamorte's own en-

thusiastic attitude and obvious message
ofbipartisan dialogue may have been
jumbledin the somewhat embarrassing reproduction of her originalpiece.
Several times throughout its printed
reproduction Lamorte's language was
changed in a blatant act of disrespect for
semantics.

In the first sentence, for example,
the phrase "pro-choice" was altered

(without permission) to "abortion-rights
advocates." Twice the language was
altered to completely reverse its meaning
(ie: a reference in the last paragraph to
former President Bush as an abortionrights president)! Obviously, the editor of
this piece not only lacks sense of integrity
for the journalistic code of ethics but has
little to no knowledge ofthe pro-choice,

anti-choice debate.
Lamorte's focus on the concept of
choice in the arenas ofboth women's
health and human rights was buried when
her words were consistently changed
from 'anti-choice' to 'anti-abortion' or
'pro-life' by The Heights' editing staff.
This unwarranted change in terminology
is detrimental to the tone and the clarity
ofher piece and merely serves to pit
entrenched factions against each other.
Addressing the dichotomy between the
"anti-choice" and "pro-choice" sides of
the movement is a perfectly legitimate ar-

gument. Lamorte's original wording, with
its focus on human rights and personal

liberty, would have served The Heights
readership with a positive message not
only about the future of choice and ac-

to women's health worldwide but
about the possibility ofhealthy bipartisan

cess

dialogue under the new administration.
Instead,her words were changed to make
one side ofthe debate seem more immoral than the other.
We alumnae want to stress the importance ofsemantics, not only because this
is such a politically salient issue, but also
to encourage those interested in the debate to frame the opposing positions appropriately. The pro-choice argumentis
not limited solely to a woman's decision
whether or not to have an abortion; it is
about supporting an individual's personal
integrity, liberty, and human rights.

Submitted by CeciliaFierro, ALCDirector
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All rise for the pregame sing-along Reflecting
Thumbs
on the
Bush years
Up

Synchronized SkatingEvidently, there is at least

JOCELYN ROUSEY

one ice-based sports team on
campus that is performing at its

0-oh, say can you see the big flashing lyrics to our national anthem put up
on the big screen at the Superbowl last
Sunday? That's right, folks. In case you
missed it or, like me, don't care much for
sports beyond the alma matter, you as a
red-blooded, football-frenzied American
are not expected to know the words to your
own national anthem.
Don't you worry one bit about having
to tow eight whole lines out of the recesses
of your memory. We all remember how
humiliating fourth grade poetry recitations
were; far be it for us to repeat the experience on national TV! Your alcohol-befuddled mind need not exert itself any further
than following the big flashing words on
the screen. In fact, we might even have our
featuredrecording artist of the day ad-lib
the whole thing to avoid any potential

full ability. BC's Synchronized
Skating team placed first in
the Open Collegiate Division
at the Eastern Sectional Team

Skating Championship.
Birds ofPrey Survival of
the fittest is a concept that
extends beyond the mentality
ofBC physics professors when
they write midterm exams.
Red-tailed hawkshave taken
up residence on campus, and
they have been spotted divebombing and then devouring
inferior prey. Students hailing
from New York City, Boston,
and the entirety of New Jersey
have then been caught watching
the action in amazement,
unable to believe that wildlife is
something that actually exists.
-

Daschle's glasses Tom
Daschle may havewithdrawn
his name for the job of
Secretary of Health and Human
Services. Obama may have
gone on CBS and used the
phrase "I screwed lip." But
there is no denying thatwhat
Daschle lacks in the ability to
plug numbers into TurboTax,
he more than makes up for in
his choice of corrective eyewear.
TU/TDpredicts an upsurge in
the purchase ofround ruby-red
specs for thosebureaucrats who
want to look edgy while sitting
in a gray officebuilding.
-

Politico How is it possible
for a newspaper to attain the
prestige of The New York Times
or The Wall Street Journal in just
two years? Couple incisive, wellwritten investigative reports
with übiquity on CSPAN and
snarkybloggers. At least,
this is the formula used by
Politico. While other papers are
downsizing, Politico is actually
increasing staff numbers,
keeping the dream alive for
many a Heights editor.
-

Thumbs
Down
Beanpot Did anyone
even know the Beanpot was
happening on Monday night?
-

The poorly advertised tradition
(at least on campus) begot a
widely distributedbox score:
Huskies six, Eagles one. Ouch.

The Plague A severe cold
hasbeen skulking everywhere
between the Plex to Cheverus
over the past two weeks,
tapping the joyous and healthy
student for days of unnecessary
-

punishment.

Fishbowl Phelps Last week,
a picture of Michael Phelps
-

allegedly smoking maryuana
out of a bubbler surfaced in
a British tabloid. The issue

here is not the action, but the
amount of attention paid to
the action. Our's is a digital
generation and these types of
private life gone public affairs
will only increase over the next
two decadesuntil they become
non-issues. However, until
then we will have to deal with
ridiculous speculations and
denunciations in the media.
Bishop Richard Williamson

-

Pope Benedict XVIhas ordered
Bishop Richard Williamson
of Britain to publicly recant
his statements indicating a
disbelief in the existence of
Nazi gas chambers. Williamson
was recently rehabilitated
from excommunication by the
Vatican. Clearly, Pope Benedict
should havelistened to what
TU/TD's grandmother always
said: "schism once, shame on
you; schism twice, and you
probably shouldn't be a Bishop
within the Catholic Church."

mishaps.
In all seriousness, though, we, the
American public, need to have a little
chitchat about expectations and rising to
the occasion. Literally, all that was missing from the Sunday evening rendition of
theanthem was a little bouncing ball, a la
Disney sing along videos or Wal-Mart's
excited smiley mascot, bounding along
atop the lyrics. Honestly, with everyone
mumbling along, it was like Schoolhouse
Rock! minus the educational bit.
Clearly, how well we know a song
reflects the level of investment we have in
its associated occasion. For instance, we
as a culture place an inordinate emphasis
on the self-centered birthday event, so
it makes sense that we've all got "Happy
Birthday" down pat.
But in terms of the national anthem,
for most Americans it's just a precursor to
sporting events, which are equatedwith
burgers, tailgating, and, of course, beer. As
such, we don't have any particular investment in singing or learning the national
anthem past guessing which big-name
singer will be the publicity stunt for next
year's Super Bowl.

Dan Esposito

As it is right now, the anthem is just
a chance to ogle the pop/country singer
du jour as they vocally modify their way
through the song. Idly we might wonder,
hats over hearts, if the performer will be
able to resist the temptation to take "wave"
completely out of tempo in a fit of inspired
vocal effects thatleave us, already prone
to getting lost in the song, doubting such
essential assumptions as what key it's in.
Mostly, though, we stand there, hats
over hearts, waiting for the big budget
finale of fireworks and a fly over to signal
the start of the main event. As much as
the widespreaddemographics of the Super
Bowl appreciated Faith Hill, Jennifer Hudson, and Bruce Springsteen, no one came
to Florida to see them.
It doesn't help to notice that the
American media perpetuates nay,
inspires this cultural illiteracy. While
the anthem ought to be a force of national
unity, the assumption has insteadbeen
engrained in our cultural mentality that,
like "Louis Louis," no oneknows the
actual words to the national anthem. Just
think back to that classic childhood movie
Angles in the Outfield. Ever since seeing the
movie as a kid, I remain unable to listen
to the opening line of thenational anthem
without recalling the dugout debate over
whether the song goes "Oh, say can you
see" or "Jose can you see." The stereotyped
Latino character does, of course, vouch
for the latter interpretation. (Though if we
want to be clever with it, Wikipedia points
out that the first "pop performance" of the
anthem was by a guy named Jose.)
Attempting to redeem the nation
-

-

from this illiteracy, I find myselfwondering if there are any songs engrained in the
cultural consciousness of America to which
everyone does, in fact, know the words.
Unfortunately, the best I'm able to come
up with are Barney's "I Love You" song
and "I'm a Little Teapot."The "YMGA"
doesn't count; most of us don't know any
more of the lyrics beyond the punctuated
"young men" and the all-too-eatchyarm
gestures. And "We Will Rock You" isn't
anything more than a repeated onerliner
arena chant.
Sadly, I can only reach the conclusion
that as Americans we tend not to push
ourselves on the little things thatcould
so inspire national pride. Imagine for a
second if everyone would sing, not mumble,
the national anthem, belting it out with all
the pride, if not talent, of those publicity
stunt performers. Just imagine how the
stadium would ring and what an impressive
display of televised national unity it would
make for any foreign viewers (not that
American football has any).
Just imagine what it would be like to
expectbetter of ourselves, to not patronize ourselves by having someone spoonfeed us the words to such a well-known
and culturally significant song. Learning
eight lines of American history sure as
heck won't kill us, and we might just wind
up feeling a little more connected to and
invested in the events at hand.

Jocelyn Rousey is a Heights staff columnist. She welcomes comments at jrousey@
bcheights.com.

We're not dating, we're "together"

Bobby Bingle

If you have never heard this

phrase spoken before, you either
don't go to college, you're deaf,
you're partially deaf, or you don't go
to college. Because in this world full
ofkegs, one night stands, and bros,
there is a phenomenon known as being "together" with someone. It's not
dating, but it's more than just a random hook up. So what does it mean
exactly? I will attempt to shed some
light on this enigmatic yet prevalent
concept as well as its benefits and
drawbacks.
Before we delve into the world of
togetherness, it helps to define what
exactly dating is in a practical college
sense. I would say that dating is when
two people are in an exclusive, romantically driven relationship. What
occurs in that relationship depends
on each couple. But some commonalities may include: having dinner together off campus, seeing each other
at least once every day, becoming
another roommate to your significant
other's roommates because you're
always around, getting in drunken
fights, telling everyone you're sick of
each other, breaking up, still talking to each other after the break up,
drunkenly hooking up again, and beginning to date each other again after
only three days of being broken up.
But again, it differs from relationship
to relationship.

Now that I have given my completely biased definition of dating, we
can begin to look at being "together."

There are many different phrases
used to describe being "together."
Sometimes people will say that two
people are "seeing" each other or
that they're "hooking up" with each
other. Along with different terminology, there are different levels of being
"together," but there are still some
basics at each level. It is more than
a one night stand, it is less than dating, and in the vast majority of cases,
there is no exclusivity.
The first and lowest level of being "together" is when two people
drunkenly hook up with each other
once and then continue the drunken
hook up late at night on weekends.
There is no contact during the week.
Normally, contact is made around 2
a.m. in the form of a text. You know,
the "hey, what are you up to?" text.
Within those words is contained the
assumption that the two will meet up
at one or the other's place, and there
will be a physical manifestation of
their undying indifferencefor each
other.
The next level of "togetherness"
is when two people not only hook up
on the weekend, but they party with
each other as well. There is still minimal contact during the week, but the
two like each- other enough to spend
time at parties together. So instead
of meeting after 2 a.m., they spend
most of the night together and may
even pre-game with one another.
Prom this last level of "togetherness" stems a higher level of being
"together." At this level, two people
not only hook up on weekends, but
occasionally they hang out during
the week. And as they start hanging
out more and more, they may start
actually developing feelings for each
other. Then they fall into the danger
zone. How much longer can they keep
it at that level before the non-exclu-

sivity and non-title start bothering
one or both of them? And at that
point, the decision arises about
whether to stay in limbo or date.
So how am I an authority on the
issue? I'm not. But I do speak from
personal experience on the matter of

being "together." My last serious girlfriend was during my sophomore year
of high school. Since then, I've just
been "together" with girls. (Except
for the occasional brief dry spell; and
the occasional extended dry spell;
and that one several month-long
drought where I resorted to driving
by Newton North High School, asking
girls if they needed a "ride" home).
In my experience, the benefit
of being "together" is that there is a
lack of pressure. There's no pressure
to hang out during the week. There's
no pressure to go to nice dinners.
There's no pressure not to go to parties or to leave parties to meet up.
And there's no pressure to open up.
It's comfortable.
If you asked me a year ago about
the issue I would say that you'd be
crazy to date when you could simply
be "together." But now, maybe because I'm older arid pretend to myself
that I'm more mature, I'm not sure
"together" is the answer. No matter
how much fun being "together" can
be, there's something lacking. And I
know, because the best thing I ever
had with a girl crashed and burned
because neither of us bucked up and
decided to date.
So in the end, I'm not saying being "together" is better or worse than
dating. But for me, I'm not looking to
just be comfortable anymore.
Bobby Bingle is a Heights staff columnist. He welcomes comments at bbingle©
bcheights.com.

I'mreluctant to write about the presidency of George W. Bush in retrospect.
Even in the first delicate weeks of a postBush America, I, like many Americans,
feel inclined to avoid the issue entirely,
look forward instead ofback, and hope
that so much of the last eight years will
be quickly swept under the carpet of
history.
It's a naive position to take. As difficult as it is, Ibelieve it is of paramount
importance to remember the Bush presidency not only to ensure we do not fall
into a similar trap in the future but also
to understand how it changed the American character nationally and personally.
The Watergate scandal is popularly
credited with the mass disillusionment
of theAmerican people. What collective
ethos will we attribute to the aftermath
of the Bush years? A sharper cynicism?
Abitter and willful ignorance? Or will it
be remembered as the alarm that awoke
the American public to an era of political
awareness and individual involvement in
government?
Certainly this past year has seen a
presidential campaign unlike any other in
the history of American politics. While it
was Barack Obama's electrifying rhetoric
and Sarah Palin's 'Mellencampian' sappiness that gave the voters something to
talk about, it was the ongoing blundering of George W. Bush that convinced
them they had something to care about.
Undoubtedly and justly, the lens of history will look harshly on Bush. Yet we
should also remember his presidency as a
part of our own political evolution, even
if it seems like a backwards step. There is
much to learn from it.
James Buchanan, like Bush, is often
counted among the country's worst
presidents. He blatantly ignored the
growing dissension over slavery andallowed the country to come to the brink
ofCivil War. Buchanan, despite his
disastrous presidency, did set the stage
for Abraham Lincoln's election what
many historians consider the highpoint
of the office. Buchanan's actions before
the Civil War paved the road that gave
Lincoln the means and opportunities to
entirely abolish slavery. How appropriate
that Barack Obama's election has been
touted as a tremendous leap forward in
American racial unity and acceptance.
-

In Taoism, it is believed that nothing
that happens is inherently good or bad, it
simply "is." Retroactively, the notion of
sensitive dependenceon initial conditions in chaos theory reiterates that the
consequences of even the slightest action
are as far reaching as they are unpredictable. Bush's presidency in the immediate
seems like a darkstain on our nation,
yet perhaps its repercussions will echo
outward in a positive way. The point is
that perhaps we can never judge an event
fully until we comprehend the span of
its consequences, which are ongoing and
ceaseless. Would eight years of George
W. Bush have been worthwhile if, through
hindsight, it called into observation the
bureaucracy and self-interestrampant in
the political landscape?
If this country could be crippled
by the doings of a single man, it would
have collapsed a long time ago. We've
just been through a harrowing period,
and most are saying that the worst is yet
to come. Although our eyes are pointed
toward the future, there is also comfort
to be taken in the past. Our country has
suffered disaster before. We've been
attacked, invaded, broke, hungry and
hated. We've been to the edge of the
abyss and we've been back. So how will
we remember the past eight years? As an
obstacle overcome, a testament to the resilience and strength of our country, and
the impetus that convinced us to create
the change for which we crave.
Dan Esposito is a Heights staff columnist. He welcomes comments at desposito@bcheights.com.
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Summer session 2009
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DAY SCHOOL

CLAREMONT McKENNA COLLEGE

A new approach,
a new program.
An innovative one-year degree program for students with strong
leadership potential beginning Fall 2009. Highlights include:
\u25a0

Generous funding for merit-based scholarships

i

Dedicated career services specialist and extensive alumni network

i

Excellent faculty with experience both in academics and industry

\u25a0

Intensive Finance curriculum completed in one year

\u25a0

Catch up or get ahead this summer in New York City!
«

Day/evening classes at two convenient locations

*

Competitive tuition rates

\u25ba

?

Credits transfer easily

For more information, or to apply, please visit
www.claremontmckenna.edu/rdsgraduate,

Live on camous for about $28 a night

Request 3 bulletin

*

Co-curricular program designed to enhance leadership and
communication skills, as well as provide access to speakers,
conferences, alumni and employers.

or contact us at rdsadmission@claremontmckenna.edu.

Apply online
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Ressession keeps couples together

for Secretary of Health and
Human Services in light of
controversy surrounding his
failure to pay nearly $128,000
in taxes for a limousine and
driver that were "gifts."
\u25a0 The Senate rejected an
amendment to the stimulus
bill thatwould have added $24
billion in infrastructure spending Wednesday. The motion
to proceed to the amendment
failed the 3/5 majority in a
58-39 vote.
\u25a0 A bill has been introduced
in the Minnesota state legislature that would allow Al
Rankento assume the US Senate seat he won in a recount,
despite the ongoing legal challenges from incumbent Norm
Coleman.

Kara Kaminski

Business

\u25a0 Visa reported a35 percent
increase in net income for the

first quarter of 2009, but the
company lowered growth expectations for the remainder
of the year.

Science & Technology
\u25a0 Google Earth will undergo
a major facelift by mapping
and upgrading coverage of
the world's oceans. The new
version allows users to scroll
through historical and topographical ocean maps to see
change over time.
\u25a0 Scientist William Press has
used square root biased sampling to determine that cutting
down on racial profiling in airports would be more effective

in finding terrorists.

by the

Numbers
$510,000
Salary cap President
Obama has placed on
executives from companies
receiving the largest share
of public bailout dollars.

$2 million
Salary Tom Daschle,
President Obama's former
nominee to head Health
and Human Services,
earned from his law firm in
2008. Daschle failed to pay
$128,00 in taxes.

$700,000
Approximate income
President Obama's

nominee to head the CIA,
Leon Panetta, earned from
consulting fees in 2008.
He earned a combined
$84,000 from the now
defunct Merril Lynch and
Wachovia.

QUOTABLES
"There's not a single criminal
act in that conversation. I was
afraid you were going to have
some of those other tapes
where I sounded like Christian
Bale," said former Illinois Gov.
Rod Blagojevich on the Late
Show with David Letterman
Tuesday.
"People really hate you, and
they're starting to hate us because we're hanging out with
you. And you have to help us

deal with that," said Massachusetts Congressman Barney
Frank Wednesday, taking aim
at Wall Street bankers.

Speaking

Terrorism
should still
be a concern

Politics
\u25a0 Former Senate Majority
Leader Tom Daschle withdrew himselfas the nominee

\u25a0 Korean car company Hyundai's market share doubled
in the last month. Its growth
has been propelled by a new
plan that allows new buyers
to return their car at no cost
if they lose their job within a
year ofpurchase.
\u25a0 Sales for Botox fell 3 percent in the last quarter of
2008 to $329 million. Its parent company, Allergan, also
reported a 12 percent drop in
breast implants during the
same period, to $71 million.

Politically

By

Patricia Harris

For The Heights
In these economic times, it is
natural for marriages to become
strained with couple's new financial burdens. It seems, however
that the best course of action,
monetarily speaking, is for those
struggling couples to stay together. A recent study done in the
fall of 2008 by Arthur Lewbel, a
professor in the economics department, and Krishna Pendakur
of Simon Fraser University has
shown that it makes significantly
more financial sense for people
to choose marriage over living
alone. According to their findings,
it is about 20 percent cheaper for
men and 30 percent cheaper for
females to live as a couple rather
than on their own.
Lewbel and Pendakur essentially created a new model for

looking at the economic components of marriage. They focused
on the individual consumption
of both of the partners in the
marriage and compared that to
the amount of income that they
were putting into the household.
Looking at consumption habits,
however, is much harder than it
originally appears. Though some
goods in a household are clearly
bought for one of the members
of the household, clothing for
example, many household goods,
like cars, are shared. In the case of
shared goods, it is near impossible
to calculate one person's exact
consumption of those items. Lewbel and Pendakur did incorporate
a method in their data to account
for those discrepancies.
The data that Lewbel and
Pendakur analyzed was Canadian
expenditure data. Though all of
the cases were ofCanadian singles

and couples, his results are backed
up by numerous studies done in
this area with samples taken from
a variety of different countries.
As a result, it is safe to say that
the trend that they found is applicable to singles and couples
in the United States as well. For
his study, Lewbel chose to look at
households that consisted only of
single men, single women, or married childless couples between the
ages of 25 and 59. In other words,
Lewbel made sure that his study
only pertained to working professionals, who, ifthey were married,
had no other dependant to share
their resources with besides their
spouse.

Though this result has been
validated by many other similar
studies, more research is needed
in this area to further understand
the economics of marriage. Another Boston College professor,

Terrorism is a direct product
of the global community's constant reward to those that commit terrorist acts. These rogue
individuals seek to evoke fear in
their targets via civilian attacks
and subsequent media publicity.
This is exactly what the world
gives them. As a result, terrorism will continue to propagate
until the world can stymie its
tendencies and stop fanning the
flame. Past United States policy
has clearly been ineffective;
Obama's plans do not seem to
be an improvement.
The U.S. and her few supporters battle current terrorist
Shannon Sykes, is also doing work
cells in the Middle East. At
concerning the economic affairs of the same time, the breeding
marriages. Her research, however, grounds in the Sub-Saharan
takes on the problem from a difAfrican region have been forgone
ferent perspective than the one in the name ofBin Laden and
above. Instead, she focuses more Al-Qaeda. The situation in
on the number of hours that each
Nigeria best illustrates the U.S.'s
member of the household works, ignorance of terrorist activiboth in the home and at their job, ties. While the war on terror is
and how it affects household cpnmeant to protect the security of
sumption. In addition, more work
the United States, its lopsided
needs to be done looking at the attack infringes on U.S. security
consumption patterns in houseand propagates terrorism.
holds with children. As Professor
In an interview with MSLewbel explains, "It is difficult to NBC, former President George
see the shares that children are
W. Bush described the war on
getting in households." In order
terror. Bush stated that it is not
to understand the workings of something you win but, "I think
children in thehousehold, studies you can create conditions so
need to be conducted thatinclude
that those that use terror as a
families of all sizes to compare.
tool are less acceptable in parts
Another way to further explore of the world." An intentionally
this theory would be to look at vague statement, but one can
extrapolate that the goal is to
See Marriage, B3
make terrorism an unacceptable
form ofpolitical persuasion.
This statement has a global
reach that intends to deny any
profit terrorists would receive
from their activities.
The goal is global denial of
any benefits earned through
terror, which can be obtained
through the eradication of AlQaeda and a few other top terrorist organizations. Al-Qaeda
specifically has become the new
poster child for terrorist organizations. They are the group
other such groups aspire to
be. But who empowered them?
Could it be the publicity the
U.S. provides with presidential
recognition and the unique attention of our national security
apparatus? An old adage states
you are defined by your enemies.
How empowering it must be to
be defined by the most powerful nation in the world. Far
from deterring terror, this free
publicity inspires any novice
group striving for similar levels
of destruction.
In 2004, US'. Department of
State Policy Planning Director Stephen Krasner and Office
of Reconstruction and Stabilization Coordinator Carlos
when it comes to dealing with Pascual labeled failing states as
an "acute risk" for U.S. national
China.
Many of these issues were security. Within a failing state,
raised when the spotlight was on a terrorist organization has few
China not too long ago during worries of an impeding law enthe Summer Olympics in Beijing. forcement system and can easily
Road bumps such as protestors work under the veil of the state's
advocating on behalf of Tibet own chaos. The prevalence of
and human rights, and China's failed states across the globe is
unnerving, and the concentraattempts to cover the uglier parts
of Beijing did play a part, but tion of unstable states in Africa
overall, the Summer Olympics is unlike any other area of the
world.
were seen as China's debut as a
Al-Qaeda's success in Kenya
world power on the international
stage, one that Obama will be is an example of the opportunity
a failing state offers a terrorist
forced to deal with.
Although it is far too early to organization. While Kenya is a
clearly see what Obama intends to democratic nation, it has an exaccomplish with regards to foreign tremely weak security and criminal justice system, as well as a
policy with China, the appointdisgruntled Muslim minority. In
ment of Clinton as secretary of
a 2007 Global Integrity report,
.state, Obama's adamant intention

Improvements in Sino-American relations
By Danny Martinez

For The Heights
In one of his first major foreign policy initiatives, President
Obama discussed with President
Hu Jintao of China via telephone
on Friday about his enthusiasm
for building a better relationship and resolving the economic
crisis proactively. Obama had
campaigned on the platform that
he would pursue an aggressive
yet responsible diplomacy and
promised in his inaugural address
to engender "greater cooperation and understanding between

nations."
Despite the gaping political
differences between the two superpowers, both heads of states
recognize the gravity of the situation and the celerity at which they
must act to prevent it from worsening. "We hope to strengthen
communication and coordination
on macroeconomic policy," Hu
said.
Both countries seem optimistic that they can clear the
hurdle directly ahead of them.
Press secretary Robert Gibbs
explained that Obama deemed
the "increased close cooperation
between the U.S. and China" to be
vital. To emphasize this change in
foreign policy reform, Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton will be
foregoing Europe to visit China
and other East Asian countries.
Already well-known because of
her husband and her vast foreign
policy experience, the nation's
most prominent diplomat's first
international tour will garner
significant media attention and
raise important issues regarding
Sino-American relations.
Departing from the last eight
years of relations with China,
Secretary of State Clinton called
for a "comprehensive dialogue"

with China, opening all issues up
for discussion rather than fall into
the tendency of only discussing
matters of economic importance
in which the Bush administration
found itself.
Obama's solution to the United
States' macroeconomic problems, however, may have foreign
policy consequences. The record
$900 billion stimulus package
intended to revive an economy
that has turned code blue may
have China laughing all the way
to the bank. In order to fund this
unfathomable amount of money,
the U.S. Treasury will increase
the national debt by borrowing
from China, a move that may have
foreign policy implications later
in Obama's term. To complicate
things further, Obama's Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner
raised questions about whether

INSIDE MARKETPLACE
THIS ISSUE

the Chinese were manipulating
their currency to maintain profits
in his confirmation hearings, angering the Chinese and driving a
wedge between the two economic
giants.

With China as the rising economic power in the world, their
economic clout and leverage over
the United States because of the
deficit may prevent Obama from
pressuring them to make concessions on certain controversial issues. Tibet's sovereignty, human
rights, and other issues ofChinese
domestic and foreign policy,
which Human Rights Watch and
other NGOs have criticized, are
among them.
Between the economic mess,
the cries for improvement in
human rights, and other foreign
policy implications, Obama will
have a considerable load to bear
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This week Marketplace takes a look at both sides of the current health
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Healthcare an inalienable right Preserving America as I know it
Brian Gwozdz
Rush Limbaugh opened my
month in his
now-controversial interview
with Fox News host Sean Hannity. While explaining that he
hoped President Obama would
fail to pass a far-left agenda,
Limbaugh said, "Ifhe gets
nationalized health care it's
over, Sean. We're never going to
roll that back. That is the end
of America as we have known
it." Is Rush going too far? I
think not.
Don't get me wrong
Obama has given little
indication that he seeks to
bring socialized health care
to the United States. Indeed,
the Democrats in their presidential primary ultimately
bolstered his plan over that
of rival Hillary Clinton in the
rivals' only significant policy
disagreement. Clinton's plan
would have forced all citizens
to purchase insurance. Americans, even Democratic primary
voters, would rather keep their
freedom.
However, we can never be
sure. With Obama's tax criminal cabinet at the helm and the
mainstream media doing everything they can to avoid keeping
accountable his administration,
the future of health care at the
federal level is anyone's guess.
America, as I have known
it, is where I can work to get
what I need and work harder to
get what I want. Health care is
something I believe I need, but
others can make different decisions. I'm no Clinton voter.
My America is also a place
that provides health care to
those who cannot work as a
result of age or disability. It is
not a place that provides health
care to former philosophy
majors and the rest of the unemployed and underemployed
eyes yet again last

...

-

Activist groupHealth Care for America Now protested and interviewed with local TV station in Florida
Brendan Benedict
One ofPresident Obama's
biggest campaign promises was
to reform healthcare, but in light
of the nation's economic woes,
it seems the pledge will take
a backseat for now. The effort
could barely get offthe ground
after Obama's nominee for
Secretary of Health and Human
Services, Tom Daschle, withdrew
after it came to light that he
failed to pay $128,000 in back
taxes for a limousine and driver,
among other things. Despite
the numerous challenges facing
the government, now is absolutely the time to fix the broken
healthcare system and guarantee
coverage for all.
The system in the United
States is largely centered on
health maintenance organizations, or HMOs. Most people
are provided with healthcare
from an HMO through their job,
but many are forced to purchase
their own, more expensive, individual coverage. For a regular
fee, the HMO insures free or reduced prices for checkups, surgeries, and other procedures. An
HMO is basically a middleman
who you pay to pay the doctors
for you. The problem is that the
fees have been increasing and
the coverage provided has been
decreasing that means less
paycheck and more co-pays.
Health insurance is an
inelastic service, meaning that
it's a necessity that people will
pay almost anything to have.
Even without insurance, where
the prices for medical care can
skyrocket, the bill is almost
always footed. If after a car
accident the choice is between
paying tens of thousands of
dollars for reconstructive
surgery or death, one probably
will not choose death. It's how
the HMOs get away with the
exorbitant fees when the actual
-

procedures come at a fraction
of the cost. And if one is un-

able to put together the money,
either the emergency room does
it for "free" (in which case the
taxpayers are responsible for
the super-inflated price tag) or
the person is left on the street to
die. And what's more, it's in the
best interest of the HMO to try
and deny coverage and treatment to as many as possible, so
people who are legitimately sick

and desperately need assistance
are being rejected on dubious
claims so the company can save
a few thousand dollars.
To correct this price gouging, the government needs to
step in, regulate the industry,
and provide healthcare to everyone. President Obama's "plan"
is vague at best. His campaign
Web site claims that those who
already own health insurance
can keep it but will save up to
$2,500, and thosewho are uninsured can purchase the same
Federal plan available to members of Congress. The problem
with this policy is that it continues to support the existing
HMOs, so while everyone might
have healthcare, they're paying
a lot more for it than it actually
costs. It makes more sense to cut
out the middleman who's trying
to profit by denying service and
fixing prices. A single-payer,
not-for-profit system would be
the fairest and highest quality
for Americans. >
Single-payer healthcare is
basically Medicare for everyone.
This would remove the HMOs
from the equation, with taxpayer
dollars going into a government
fund and the government paying
doctors and hospitals directly
for service given to patients. But
if there was ever a serious movement to introduce single-payer
healthcare, Republicans would
scream, "socialism!" Conservatives argue that universal healthcare would destroy the free
market competition that makes
American healthcare so sophisticated and that patients would

have to wait hours for treatment,
but this is untrue. The system
isn't perfect competition in the
status quo anyway the control
of the market in the hands of
a few giant corporations and
the high inelasticity of demand
destroy the free market. And it's
difficult to imagine the lines in
doctors' offices being any longer
than they are now. Under a universal system, the government
can actually provide incentives
for competition by offering doctors bonuses for improving the
well-being of their patients, and
overall costs will be dramatically
reduced when services are offered at a fair, and not obscene,
profit margin. It also allows for
people to opt out of the program
if they choose and receive a correspondingly lower tax rate.
The issue of universal
healthcare is less a question of
economics than it is a question
of morals. The United States
was founded on the right to
"life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness." If this really is the
greatest nation in the world,
how can it continue to let people
suffer and die simply because
they cannot pay for treatment?
How can cancer patients be allowed to agonize twice over in
physical and financial pain? This
country has a moral responsibility to ensure that no one, no
matter how old, how sick, how
weak, should die of a lack of
money. With all the resources,
ingenuity, and compassion of
the American people, there is
no longer an excuse to let the
quiet battles of those in need
be fought alone or in vain. By
providing single-payer, notfor-profit healthcare to every
citizen, not only will the nation's
economy be salvaged, but its
moral integrity safeguarded.
-

without insurance.
Once the government gets its
greasy hands on health insurance provision, it will have
set a dangerous

precedent.

The Nancy Pelosis and Tom
Daschles of America will keep
grabbing at our freedoms until
the government is providing
auto insurance, property insurance andbad haircuts. And you
won't get to choose the style,
either Clinton knows best.
The left-wing fringe will
never be satisfied with the size
of government. The idea that
socialized health insurance is
even discussed with any degree
of seriousness in the U.S. is
evidence of that. It will not stop
there.
My belief that I need health
insurance is a reason I have
strived to succeed in school and
in starting a career, and after
graduation this spring, I have
accepted a job that will help
provide it. With the salary that
job will provide, I will pay taxes
to help insure those who cannot
work, unlike Tom Daschle and
Nancy Killefer.
That's right two of the
candidates who Pres. Obama
nominated to help him potentially add socialism to the
list of America's health care
woes, including his nominee for
Health & Human Services, were
forced to withdraw their names
Tuesday for failure to pay
income taxes. In total, the more
than $150,000 in taxes initially
avoided by Daschle, Killefer,
and Treasury Secretary Tim
Geithner could have paid for average-quality insurance policies
for more than 12 families offour
48 people. Ifmembers of the
Obama cabinet won't pay taxes
even while benefiting from the
Bush tax cuts Obama seeks to
eliminate, how are Americans to
believe that they will pay at the
effective 57 percent income tax
-

-

-
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W'Mf prime cause is... volunteering my

time and energyto both spreading awareness about HIV/AIDS on campus, my local community, and
the world and making every effort to improve the lives of those living with HIV/AIDS.
WI am passionate about my cause because. ..l have volunteered for the past four years in both Africa and in Boston working to educate
people about sexually transmitted infections and HIV/AIDS and have seen the positive impact one can have through education.
I could ask BC students to do one thing what would it be.. .to educate themselves about the world around them and to use the privileges
they have to further the aims of those less fortunate. Oh, and GET TESTED FOR HIV change starts with you!
W With my work, I hope to achieve., .on campus, a greater understanding of the vulnerability one has to contracting a sexually transmitted infection
and that regardless of your age, race, gender, income, or sexual orientation, you are not immune to becoming infected with HIV. Education can
also encompass your own sexual health, peers. I want students to be AWARE of their HIV status and how to prevent its spread.
mln 10 years, I see myself... having graduated from Mount Sinai Medical School (where I already have been accepted) with a MD/Master of Public
At
Health degree working in international health care either as a physician abroad or with public policy.
Mm A moment that defined my life was. ..Since my first trip to Africa in seventh grade, have been inspired and motivated not only to help the poor but also
to understand the conditions and forces that condemned the world's poor to the oppressive circumstances of chronic poverty and hopelessness.
Bm At BC, I'm studying...lnternational Studies with a focus on Public Health and Sub-Saharan Africa; in addition, am Pre-med. am a firm believer also in
learning about those issues that one is most passionate about academically.
\u25a0pMy favorite post time is... traveling! always love to explore new areas of the world; enjoy nothing more than backpacking around and experiencing as
much of the world as can. When was younger, used to live in Switzerland, and have had the privilege of visiting 43 countries on 5 continents,
about half of which could be categorized as 'developing.'
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Mr. Limbaugh went on to
say, "Ithink the intent here is
to create as many dependent
Americans as possible." A scary

thought! The liberals already
saddled our country with
Medicaid and unemployment
insurance.
To install government health
care at the national level would
be a huge next step toward
creating a cradle-to-grave care
system to breed an America dependent on government. That is
not America as I have known it.
Brian Gwozdz is a dolumnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at gwozdzb@bcheights.com.
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seats.

Although both sides of the political spectrum agree that healthcare is a major issue, they disagree on how to fix it.

ScottBPresCidntAIDS
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Brendan Benedict is Asst. Marketplace editor for The Heights. He
welcomes comments at brenedictb@

Scott Jelinek, A&S '10. Unless you've been living under a rock, you've heard
jl the name before. Besides his usual M.O. of saving the world in any and every possible way, Scott is involved
in a million and one school activities and has quickly risen to leadershippositions as a sophomore. Google
f campus ambassador, Presidential Scholar, Advanced Study Grant winner to doresearch in Africa and the list
goes on. In his spare time, if he has any left, Scott enjoys skiing and playing the string base.
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since 2007, and Massachusetts
residents are already required
to have insurance. There are
easy arguments to be made that
the Massachusetts system is
failing to meet its goals, with
even the New York Times reporting that the system "strains
care" and that the "measures
do not translate into adequate
access, particularly in remote
areas."
But let it happenl Americans will continue to "vote
with their feet" and move to
low-taxing states. Texas will
already gain four House seats
this year as Massachusetts,
New York, and Illinois each lose

-
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rate after they mold our country
into socialist Sweden?
Our privatized health care
system is a principal reason I
am proud to be American. With
the U.S. doling out government
insurance, Ukraine and India
would have to fight for the title,
"land of the free." Save me the
air fare.
Several states have begun
to consider measures to fund
their own versions of socialized
health care. Oregon has been
hammering out a plan to provide insurance to the uninsured
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Science

Evolution: Darwin's theory is winning out

Lectures

black history month

BHM Opening dinner ceremony
Hip Hop: Beyond the Beats and
Rhymes
Byron Hurt
Feb. 3 at 6 p.m. Yawkey Center
A viewing of Byron Hurt's documentary
-

that premiered at Sundance Film Festival.

Richard Alongi
As young children, we all
remember asking that million
dollar question of our par
ents: where do we come from?
Depending where and how you
were brought up, the answer
varies.
Some say that it began
by the divine work of God or
-

The Election of Barack Obama
African Diaspora Studies
Feb. 4 at 6:30 p.m. Higgins 310
Does Barack Obama's election mean the
end ofracism? A faculty and student
-

discussion will explore this question.

Perspectives of Homosexuality:
Portraits ofGay Black Men in
America
GLBT Leadership Council
Feb. 5 at 6:30 p.m. Higgins 310
A'student-lead discussion on homosexuals
in the black community.
-

Black Campus Ministries Intercollegiate Conference "Growing
Closer..."
Multi-Cultural Christian Fellowship
Feb. 6 at 6 p.m. Gasson 100
Arevivalist celecbration of Christian wor-

-

ship through the black religious traidition.

Noam Chomsky at Boston College
BC Chapter ofPsiChi
Noam Chomsky, MIT
Feb. 10 at 4:30p.m. Gasson 100
A lecture on the Obama administration
and what.it means for U.S. policy.
-

Black Men and Women's Relationships: Lessons from Bast and Present
Dedicated Intellectuals ofthe People
Andersion J. Franklin, and David S. Nelson,

Boston College
Feb. 10 at 6:30 p.m. Higgins 310
A look at the coplexities of relationships.
-

by some supernatural power.
Others claim that it is strictly
scientific; that we are all
intricate, complex organisms
that have evolved over time

due to natural selection and

genetic change. Regardless
of the answer, the evolution
debate continues to cause
uproar between the science

community and many orthodox religious groups.
From a biological standpoint, the theory of evolution
is an integral part to the study
of life. Most recently, America
has become familiar with the
theory of "intelligent design," which essentially states
that certain features of the
universe and living things are
best explained by an intelligent cause and not natural

selection.
Former President George
W. Bush was a strong supporter of this theory, which
not only defied Darwin's concept of natural selection, but
also subtly pushed forward an
agenda to end the teaching of
evolution in public schools.
The debate on evolution
touches upon many facets of
society, including political
battles between Republicans
and Democrats, and sparring
between religious groups and
the scientific community as a
whole. Over time, states went

through many legal proceedings over evolution in the
classroom, demonstrating how
socially charged this issue
can be. In 1999, the Kentucky
Department of Education
required the term "evolution"
to be replaced with "change
over time." The Kansas State
Board of Educations even
removed wording in textbooks
that mentioned anything
related to evolution, such as
"age of Earth" or "origin of
species."

In the present day, what we
have come to see is that the
minds of many are changing,
and science is becoming more
of a mainstream acceptance in
present days. About two years
ago, Kansas approved a new
curriculum to remove the term
intelligent design and return
to a more mainstream science
approach in education.
At the end of 2008, the
Florida State Board of Education explicitly required the
teaching of the scientific
theory of evolution, instead of

Market Report

Global commodity meltdown

just using the words "change
over time." The good news is
science is winning out and
educating students with an
essential aspect of biology.
With the dawn of the new
Obama administration, many

conservatives and creationist
supporters are going to find
it more difficult to push their
agenda. President Obama
plans to expand funding for .
strong science curriculum for
public education, which would
provide a thorough education
for children at all grade levels.
The past eight years under
George W. Bush saw a decline
in federal funding for scientific research in general. Obama
plans to go beyond just the
classroom to also provide
proper funding to laboratories and research facilities to
advance America's aptitude in
science.
The country's new direction will no longer suppress
the ability to learn all important aspects of biological
science, including Darwin's

theory of evolution. As it is,
America trails behind many
countries, such as Japan,
Canada, and Korea, around
the world in math and science.
How can we deny students the
proper science education as
we watch the country's performance slip?

Furthermore, how can we
force the teaching of creationism in a public institution,
where clearly the separation
of church and state should
lawfully be upheld? It is almost silly to deny evolution,
since it is one of the most
studied and tested theories
in the scientific community.
Fortunately, the Obama administration plans to provide
an all-encompassing science
curriculum to educate students properly on the theories
of how life began, but also uphold the separation of church
and state.
Richard Alongi is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at alongir@bcneights.com.

Marriage is resession proof
Conservative, from Bl
how exactly resources become
allocated in families.
Of course, there is hope for
single people who want to save
money without thoughts of marriage in the foreseeable future.
Sharing a household with anyone,
married or not, is proven to drive
down aperson's cost of living. The
sample of single people who were
inthis study were chosen because
they lived alone in their own
apartments. Due to the financial
insecurity of many single young
professionals, that situation is not
always the case, i

So what does this mean for
marriages in this current economic climate? The recent economic
crisis may in fact help with the

currently high divorce rate in the
United States. As Lewbel states,
"the cost of divorce is becoming
higher because people can't afford it." The sheer hardship of
trying to restructure and afford
a life outside of one's marriage
may soon be making couples
who were close to throwing in
the towel work harder at keeping
their marriage afloat. Only time
will tell if this prediction proves
to be true. \u25a0

Obama revamps Bush's
soiled Chinese realtions

Leadersand diplomats convene for the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries' summit to discuss cutting production levels due to low prices.

Dan Matuszewski
The United States and
many other developednations
have entered a state of recession over the previous month
as commodity prices have
plummeted across the board.
Light sweet crude has fallen
from its highs of $140 during
the summer to around $40 as
of Feb. 3. Oil has not been the
only commodity to feel the
global slowdown, as everything
from copper to soybeans has
traded down over the previous
months. Gold has been one of
the few commodities that have
been resistant to this kind of
depreciation. Gold has only
maintained this price level
because it is seen as a flight to
safety by investors for periods
of volatility. This is exacerbated when there is widespread
volatility within the currency
markets.
With the price of commodi-

ties plummeting rapidly, many
developing nations whose
welfare is dependent on the ex 1
portation of such commodities
to developednations are facing
potentially huge budget problems. Iran, the second biggest
exporter of oil within OPEC
(Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries), uses oil
revenues to fund about half of
its budget in any given year.
Venezuela, the largest petroleum exporter in the western
hemisphere, based its 2009
budget with a price of $60 per
barrel price for crude.
OPEC has responded to the
price dip in commodities by
cutting production 3.5 percent
in January and is planning to
trim production in the current
months. OPEC is ultimately
responsible for over 40 percent
of world oil production. Only
six months ago, President Bush
addressed OPEC with a plea to
increase production and bring
down the price of oil.
Analysts at Morgan Stanley

have put a $35 price tag on a
barrel of oil for this year. The
effects of such a low price on
oil could be crippling to certain

nations.

Agriculture futures have
been more resistant than many
of the metal and energy products mostly because demand
for food is far more consistent.
Credit problems have also
kept agriculture prices lower
in recent months worldwide.
Corn prices have fallen significantly in the last six months,
not only from global demand
reduction but with depressed
oil prices, ethanol becomes
a less and less economically
viable option, further driving
down the demand for corn.
Corn manufactures have been
slashing earnings expectations
drastically with Corn Products
International, Inc. sliding 7
percent in trading Monday. The
company said it expects capital
spending to fall from $219
million to somewhere between
$125-150 million because of the
global recession.
Gold futures have risen so
high within the last six months
to about $900 an ounce
that one company that promises to buy gold for cash had
enough money to shell out for a
Super Bowl ad. The ad featured
-

struggling celebrities MC Hammer and Ed McMahon selling
their gold jewelry. The company,
Cash For Gold, like many others
within the precious metals world
have begun soliciting the general
public in much larger volumes
with the heavy rise in precious
metals.
Commodities are only one
of the examples of how recessions are not contained within
a nation's border. The problems
in U.S. financial markets that
seemed to spark the current economic climate can have devastating results on every country the
United States does business with.
The biggest issue with commodity prices holding strong
at these low levels is the risk

ofpoverty within developing
nations. With poverty comes
social tension and the potential
for violence. Many developing
nations are time bombs within
the current state of the commodity futures markets and this is an
issue that needs to be addressed.

-

Dan Matuszewski is a staff columnist for The Heights. He wel-

comes comments at matuszewskid@
bcheights.com.

Students protest against Hu Jintao's human rights violations in Tibet.
Sino, from Bl
to improve relations with China,

and President Hu Jintao's initial
willingness to cooperate are good
signs. Obama believes that the
economic downturn that theworld
economy is currentlyfacing cannot
be stymied by a single nation but
must be a collective effort of all
nations, and gaining the support
of President Jintao is certainly an
integral part ofthat.

Unlike President Bush, who had
strained relations with the Chinese
because he decided to give the Dalai Lama of Tibet the Presidential
Medal of Freedom, Obama must
maintain good relations with China while shrewdly advocating for
human rights. Nevertheless, with
the right people behind him and
prudent domestic, economic, and
foreign policy, President Obama's
goals to improve Sino-American
relations are well within reach. \u25a0
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Nigerian terrorism overlooked

Forecast

Matt DeLuca

Mike

I agree with Mike Caprio.

Dr. Howard Dean, who
served as Gov. of Vermont
'and chair of theDemocratic Party. "Byah!"

Mitt Romney. Why?
Because it seems like the
obscure but post-partisan
choice.

Hopefully, it's someone who
pays theirtaxes.

Is Iran's satellitea real
threat ora sad attempt to
challenge Obama?

U.S. governmentshould
ignore Iran and knowthey
won't go far.

Iran can't baareal threat

As these statements are
synonymous, It is both.

Neither, they would have
released it, or they strategically timed the launch.

Will Operation Return to
Sendertake a budget cut
with Napolitano as Secre-

If it does not it is a blatant
missuse of government
funds. She end up making
*
some exits.

Whatever happens, I hope
it gets a name change.

The program has obvious
flaws that both parties

vices Department

position

after the Daschle debacle?

Kenya was scored "very weak"
in the realm of government
accountability, including ex-

ecutive, legislative, and judicial
accountability. Without quality
security and criminal justice
systems, terrorist organizations
can move about with ease. The
alienated Muslim population
provides a wealth of recruits for
Islamic fundamentalist groups.
A study conducted by Transparency International found that
bribery "costs Kenyans about $1
billion USD each year, yet more
than half live on less than $2 usd
per day." This vat of corruption
feeds Al-Qaeda and organizations like it.
Nigeria is currently experiencing a clash of the Islamic
north and the southeast. After
the election of the Christian
General Obasanjo of the southern area of Nigeria in 1999, the
northern governorfelt the need
toreact. The northern governor
instituted Shari's law, purging
the "corruption of the south,"
an idea that spread to 12 of
the 35 Nigerian states within
a few months. This action has
established a tense'connection
between the Islamic north and
the Christian south. In 2002, the
United States labeled Nigeria
as needing "focused attention."
But, the U.S. embassy in Nigeria

only perpetuates the problem
by having no American who can
speak the language of northern

Nigeria, Hausa.
In effort to bring peace to the
region, the U.S. has provided aid
for Nigeria, but, in an interesting turn, forbids Nigerian
military training because of their
infringement on human rights.
This leaves an enormous gap in
U.S. policy. It is a twisted form
of funding a breeding ground for
terrorism against the U.S.
Nigeria offers plentiful opportunities for new and growing
terrorist organizations. Its conflict between the more established Christian portion and the
less established Muslims creates
great tension. While there have
been thousands of deaths in thisreligious conflict, it is unknown
whether or not there are terrorist organizations in the area.
There was a demonstration by
the Islamic Youth Organization
supporting the Sept. 11 attacks.
With Bush out of office,
Obama inherits the ongping War
on Terror. Obama has already
begun his dismantling of the
war. He plans on closing all CIA
and European security service
"black sites" where terrorist
suspects were interrogated. All
detention facilities are to be
shut down, as we can see with

tary of Homeland Security?

Will the 11 Saudis released
from GuantanamoBay,

thought to have rejoined
terrorist organizations,
come back to haunt us? \u25a0

?

They will, but the government will pretend there was
no relation to their time in

ligence to follow the rules of the
U.S. Army Field Manual,which
forbids torture. While Obama is
tearing down Bush's program,

which is necessary, he is not building his own. Is America forgetting
the new global foe? Bush may
have given a clownish connotation
to the War on Terror, but this in
no way makes terrorism less of a
threat. The previous administration was wrong in both those they
sought out and methods in which
they did so. Obama wants to create a better image for America
and take care of what is at home. I
am a proponent offixing domestic
issues but not while ignoring our
enemy. We have these defense
systems set up that need revising.
No defense is suicide.

IfII probably be slashed,
but won't be fully gone until

recognize, so I wouldn't
expelher sfppcTr

comprehensiveimmigra-

tlofcffiform is pas&d.
No, they won't, live free
or die."

j Thatwouldn'tbe any way
for them to pay us back for
our hospitality.

\u25a0

Conservative, from Bl

until they stop
pingßto look functional.

'

Who will be up for the
Health and Human Ser-

Caprio
Assoc. News Editor

News Editor

Asst. MarketplaceEditor

Marketplace Editor

Nigerian military huntrebels in the Niger delta using U.S. funded weapons,

Washington

Brendan Benedict

Kara Kaminski

-

on

Guantanamo.

Only if you give them a
chance, hopefully Obama
will make good on his
withdrawal plan.

Auto VIBES

At ease in the Exige

Kara Kaminski is MarketplaceEditor for The Heights. She welcomes
comments at kaminskik@bcheights.
com.

events in Guantanamo Bay.
Obama is requiring U.S. Intel-
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The Lotus Exige S 240, in blue, sped around the track to the glee of onlooker and Heights columist, Alex Walker.
tion, I felt my eyes bug out and
my fingers "google map" the

U.S. PREMIERE
Alex Walker

5 powerful works,
] thrilling evening
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In more than one sociology
class, Ihave heard the same
gloomy story: America works
too hard, spends too hastily,
and yet too few contemplate any
alternatives forfear of falling
off the money-making treadmill
into an unknown realm. As college students, we stand beside
the treadmill, thinking of when
we want to hop on and at what
speed. Let's take a minute and
say screw the treadmill. Really,
who likes to exercise?
Stepping off the treadmill
and into a different realm, even
for just one day, is a healthy
alternative to constant talk
of the doomed economy, job
searches, and the monotony of
an average Monday. On one said
Monday, I said "Smell ya!" to
the Plex, two classes, and my
on-campus job, instead driving
to nearby Weymouth, Mass, to
an old Naval Air Station where a
sensory overload greeted me: An
acclaimed automotive journalist in a royal blue Lotus Exige S
240, speeding like it was on rails
around an autocross course assembled on an old airstrip.
On a whim the previous
Friday, I had emailed Ezra
Dyer, desperate to escape the
harrowing job search and to
find a temporary world where
three hours would feel like three
minutes. Dyer fulfills the task of
writing informative articles with
a witty backbone for Automobile, the New York Times, and
the Improper Bostonian. When
Dyer responded to my e-mail
less than three hours later with
an invitation to the Weymouth
airstrip he had rented out, I
knew this was my opportunity to
escape my monotonous Monday.
In a manic burst of anticipa-

address.
The Lotus was not the lone
car there that Monday, albeit
the newest and only loaner of
the fleet. Dyer also gave the
OK to a member of the Ferrari
Club and a few of his friends
who owned some spectacular
machines. Needless to say there
were three Ferraris, a tricked
out Porsche track car, a stock
Corvette, and a Mercedes 555
AMG that all formed a line,
eager to test their prowess on
the autocross before Dyer took
over with the Lotus. Pulling
up to the airstrip in my Xterra
was something like entering a
parade of yachts with a kayak,
but no one cared enough to pay
any attention. After introducing
myself to some of the other guys,
we turned to observe Dyer's fast
entrance in the Lotus; he clambered out of the 45-inch-tall car
saying, "Well that was completely pointless but fun." He turned
to me, the (overly) eager college
kid with Ins lame little notebook
and dangling camera: "Hey, you
wanna go out again?" Nah, man,
I think I'll stay back. HA!
Inside the Lotus and underway, the passenger quickly
learns that keeping the left knee
from becoming an impediment
to the shifter is a workout in and
of itself. In fact, I had to use
every last ligament to keep from
catapulting into Dyer's lap as
we rounded two large curves and
entered into a slalom course.
The best part about riding in the
Lotus was the lack of boundaries
and the element of the unknown.
We even had a collision with an
orange cone, resulting in a quick
spinout, some expletives from
driver and passenger and Dyer's
explanation for the upset. There
was really nothing that could
hurt us out there short of the car
blowing up.
The car tended to emit a few
expletives of its own by way of
the horn: Because of its placement on the steering wheel

spokes, drivers repeatedly hit
it at unfortunate times. As
a spectator, this makes for a
hysterical experience. A driver
wheeling around cones, red
in the face,

palms probably

sweaty, thinking about every-

thing but honking the horn and
there they are, beeping at the
crowd as if to say hello with
every 90-degree turn of the
wheel.
After a few more times
around the track, the cameraman began filming the clip for
the New York Times: The Exige
5240 is the quickest car Lotus
has ever made, and its go kartlike reflexes are thanks to no
power steering. The car at a
standstill, Dyer bends down to
tire level and explains that the
tires are "slicks" with a tread
wear of 60, meaning that the
tires

are

wearing out even as

the car sits. He later proves
to the camera that a mediumsized weekend bag is regurgitatedby the infinitesimal
trunk and that entry and egress
redefine awkward.
The Lotus may be small,
but with 0-60 in 4.0 seconds,
the Exige S 240 packs a wallop. The smiles it provoked
from drivers and spectators
prove that small size and a four
cylinder engine are enough to
alleviate any latent stress we
may have from exams, work, or
the stock market. And in light
of such economic hardship, it is
refreshing to see that a group of
guys can still escape for a day
and play with their super cars.
For three hours, the mile-long
airstrip and its 9-foot thick
concrete base with weeds in
the cracks united 10 people
from very different walks oflife.
From the liberating experience
in the Lotus to the satisfaction
of rubbing shoulders with some
real car guys, my day off the
treadmill was a revving success.
Alex Walker is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at walkera@bcheights.com.
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Looking for student interested in
being caretaker 2x/week, $10/hour.
Contact Hanni Myers 617-527-3320
FEMALE VOLUNTEERS with cur-

rent

or

past

anorexia nervosa,

Age 18-45, in stable medical health,
and not taking medications (with the
exception of oral contraceptives),
are. sought for a study of behavioral
ratings and blood hormone levels.
Eligible participants will receive up
to $550 for a total of four outpatient
visits and two overnight stays at the
Clinical Research Unit at Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center.
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Contact
AlixZamansky, Boston College: (617)
552-2758 or eating@bc.edu

Selling/missing something? Need
a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? E-mail
classifieds@bcheights.com to place
a FREE student classified!
Wanted: Bridge player. Student
with beginner to intermediate bridge
skills. If interested, please call Tim
at 616-915-3079.

The Heights

Tim's Handyman Services. We Do
Everything Right. Reasonable rates.
Boston College area. Call Tim at 978994-1040 ore-mail at broderick.tim@
gmail.com or www.timbhandy.com.
Spacious one bedroom, one bath,
living room, kitchen, laundry room,
Furnished or unfurnished apartment
in Waban section of Newton. 10 min
walk to Waban station T. Includes
heat, hot water, electric, maintenance,
one parking space. Owner occupied
with apartment in lower level. E-mail
sue@susannemcimey. com.
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Happy Birthday Iral Love, The
Heights
The Laughing Medusa is BC's
only women's literature and arts
journal. Creative non-fiction, short
stories, poetry and visual art of any
genre are accepted and due Feb
20. Submissions can be dropped
off at the Women's Resource Center
(McElroy 141) or e-mailed to wrc@

bc.edu

*

'

Spring Break 2009 TRAVEL FREE

PRICES, WE HAVE
IT ALLI SunSplash Tours BOOK

LOW LOW

NOW! sunsplashtours.com 1(800)

426-7710

Workers needed. REAL FOOD

BC. Working for a sustainable food
system at Boston College. Workers
needed for Addie's Loft. In partnership with Dining Services we have
created a new cafe with a local
and green theme (open 4-9 p.m.).
The cafe is staffed mostly by Real
Food BC members. Even if it's just
one night a week, come earn some
money, get great food, and work for

Spanish/English tutor needed:
Neighborhood middle school child
needs Spanish tutor. Walking
distance from BC (15 minutes).
Thursday, Saturday, Sunday are
the available days. $30 to 35/ hour.
Can drive you to or from school if

needed. Please e-mail Lisa Walker
at law6363@comcast.net.

sustainability on campus. Help us
with the Organic Garden. Our garden
is in full swing on Brighton Campus.
We need help harvesting and maintaining the garden. Fresh produce
for garden volunteers! Contact Julia
at gabbertj@bc.edu.

"Before giving, I
always look for the

r
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ADMINISTERED BY PHYSICIANS COMMITTEE FOR RESPONSIBLE MEDICINE

"Celebrating 47 Years"

We Deliver
J 11am-lam

617-566-6468
I
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Buy 2 Large j
Pizzas Get One i
Small Cheese !
j Pizza or Two |
2 Liter Sodas
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Buy 4 Large

Subs Get One
Small Cheese
Pizza or Two
2 Liter Sodas
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Early Duke lead proves too much for BC
By

Diana C. Nearhos

Heights Editor

The Boston College women's basketball team's

four-game winning streak came to an end against
Duke University. No. 4 ranked Duke dominated the
first half and created a lead that was insurmountable, going on to win 69-58.
The Eagles were coming off an emotional win
against North Carolina State. The Blue Devils had
just suffered a frustrating overtime loss to Florida
State, which ended a 15-game winning streak.
That defeat motivated Duke and they responded
on Monday against BC.
Duke's defense shut down BC in the first half.
The Eagles shot just 37 percent in the first period
of play. Fifteen of BC's 23 turnovers came in the
first 20 minutes, which Duke converted for 16
points.

The Blue Devils were everywhere when BC had
the ball; they were in the passing lanes, threatened
field-goal attempts, and came up with nine blocks
on the game. On nine consecutive possessions the
Eagles were unable to score, allowing Duke to go
up 21-9.
"It was a really aggressive game," Duke head
coach Joanne McCallie said. "I'm very proud of
how our team came out and dictated from the
beginning. We had tremendous leadership, excellent focus, and I thought everybody was attacking.
I really liked the five turnovers in the half and
nothing more, in terms of us taking care of the

basketball."

Finally, with just over eight minutes in the
first half, guard Mickel Picco grabbed a defensive
rebound; in the resulting play, forward Lauren
Whitehurst got the ball to center Carolyn Swords
who scored on a layup.
The 10-point lead the Blue Devils had after
that, however, then expanded before the end of
the half. The teams headed into the locker room
with Duke up by 16, 37-21.
"I thought in the first half we looked scared,"
BC head coach Sylvia Crawley told reporters. "It
took almost a whole half to kind of settle down

and play hard."
In the second half, the Eagles were finally able
to do just that. They started the period with a steal
by forward Stefanie Murphy. Picco missed her attempt for three points, but the sophomore guard
grabbed the rebound and fed the ball to forward
AylaBrown, who hit the jumper. When Duke turned
the ball over again 25 seconds later, Swords made
good on the opportunity and hit her own jumper
to give BC the first two baskets of the half.
Picco put up 13 of her game-high 18 points
after the intermission. Swords contributed seven
rebounds and 12 points on five-of-five shooting,
and Brown scored 11. They forced Duke to turn the
ball over 12 times in the second half and scored 18
points off the miscues.
"In the second half, they buckled down, settled
down, they were determined, and had a little more
courage and a little more heart. Then we fought
back," Crawley said.
Duke's largest lead came just under five minutes
into the second half. Blue Devils forward Carrem
Gay stole the ball from guard Jaclyn Thoman. It
took just five seconds for forward Joy Cheek to
score a layup, putting Duke up by 19 points.
The Eagles did not go away quietly, however.
They went on a 18-6 run to narrow the margin to
six for the first time since the start of the-contest
with just over four minutes left in the game. BC
managed to get within six two more times in the
next two minutes. But with just under two minutes
remaining, Duke guard Abby Waner hit a 3-pointer
and the Eagles were not able to get within seven
for the rest of the game.
"This is a good test for us. We'll look at film
when we get back and learn from our mistakes,"
Crawley said. "If we can learn from it, in my opinion, it's a good loss."
With the win, Duke is 6-1 in the ACC and tied
for first with FSU, who lost to Maryland on Monday. BC is now 5-2 and still tied for second in the
conference with Maryland. The Eagles will see both
of these teams soon FSU tonight and Maryland on
Monday and will look to regain their footing by
taking down the top teams in the conference. \u25a0
-

-

Lauren Whitehurst and the rest of the Eagles were ambushed by the Blue Devils on Monday in a 69-58 loss.

Eagles win fifth straight Bracketology studies show
Men's Basketball, from B8
berg, who scored 32 points, his career-high.
Yet while these errors couldbe glaringreasons that
led to a loss, BC overcame them with ease to extend
their winning streak to five games. The win puts them
in a third-place tie with Clemson and improves thenoverallrecord to 18-6.
' "Anytime you come on the road, I don't care who
you are playing, if you get a win, you got to be extremely

happy," Skinner said. "We all know what happened
with Georgia Tech and Wake Forest; everybody's
capable of winning in this league."
If the Eagles can continue to receive consistent
offensive output from four players and can eliminate
the careless mistakes that plagued them against the
Cavaliers, they may find themselves on the winning
end in the next three games not that they are
looking ahead to anyone except Wake Forest on
-

Sunday.

\u25a0

Got Tickets?
#10 Clemson

Boston College
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that BC's still alivefor bid
Rob Intrieri
Bracketology may cause dizziness, headaches, and anxiety and is not for the faint of heart.
Believe me, I'm a math major, and there was more
crunch to these numbers than in a bowl of the
Cap'n's favorite cereal.
So where do the Eagles fit into the puzzle that
is March Madness? It's such a crapshoot, Miss
Cleo couldn't even give me a prediction. Currently,
Boston College sits at fifth in the ACC, behind four
of the top 10 teams in the nation. After the Eagles
took care ofbusiness against Virginia, they sit at
6-3 against what has turned out to be one of the
strongest conferences in the country.
Taking care of business is something BC needs
to decide to commit to if they expect to reach thengoal of grabbing a slot in the bracket. They have
been inconsistently consistent. Two straight November losses stunted the season early. An undefeated December leading to a New Year's surprise
victory over then-No. 1North Carolina put them
back on the warpath. Build me up, cut me down.
The team followed this streak with a devastating loss to Harvard (yes, the nerdy Harvard), plus
three straight losses in conference. Since then, the
Eagles haven't lost a game, killing ACC opponents'
dreams along the way.
If they beat NC State, Georgia Tech, and knock
off either Miami or Florida State, the Eagles
should be in. BC would have 21 wins, and a 9-7
ACC record. That's without factoring in a potential upset against Duke, Clemson, or Wake Forest,
which would secure a berth. Still, all this speculation sidesteps the numbers that define Bracketology-

Attention SuperFans!

One of the most famous measures for success
in college sports is the numeric Ratings Percentage Index (RPI) ranking. This number is a func-

tionbased off the team's winning percentage and

strength of schedule (SOS). To compute SOS, you
have to factor in both opponent's winning percentage as well as the opponent's opponent's winning
percentage. Let me lay it out another way: BC
players should be glued to tube when the Saint
Louis Billikens and Detroit Titans of the Horizon
Conference square off.
The Eagles rest slightly abovethe bubble according to these rather arbitrary numbers. As of
Wednesday, BC had an RPI rating of .588, good
for 51st in the NCAA. This puts thembelow fellow
ACC foes Miami, Virginia Tech, and Florida State
all of whom have worse conference records than
the Eagles. Ifyou're scratching your head after
that one, join the party. This system makes more
sense than the Arizona Cardinals' gameplan of "Ignore Our Best Receiver For As Long As Possible."
Ifit matters, BC has an SOS good for 56th in
the nation. Being in the top 65 in these categories
can't be a bad thing, but after some quick research,
it turns out there are thousands of other obscure
statistics taken into account. One is the NC RP,
which ranks basketball teams based on nonconference RPI. Then there's DefQ, a measurement of
points allowedbelow or above the average scored
by all opponents. In case you haven't done your
homework, BC's DefQ is 0.2. If going by nonconference SOS, or NC SS, the No. 1 seeds would be
Stetson, Georgia Southern, Siena, and little-known
Tennessee. ESPN's Joe Lunardi has his own rating
system.
Currently, BC is projected as a No. 9 seed heading toward March. Last year, Lunardi was 65 for
65 on picking teams for the tournament. My math
background tells me that's 100 percent.
If these numbers are too much to comprehend
in early February, one thing seems certain: BC has
at least secured a bid in the NIT.
-

Rob Intrieri is a sophomore in the College ofArts d
Sciences. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.

This is your last chance to earn
valuable rewards paints before
Duke tickets go on sale. Increase
your odds of getting a ticket ta
the Duke geme by supporting the
Eagles as they take on the #10
ranked Tigers of Clemson!
Purchase tickets at www.bceagles.com
Reggie

Jackson and the Eagles have had reason to celebrate recently, but with a mediocre RPI, they need tokeep winning.
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Standings

Both hockey teams face Harvard in
the Beanpot, with the women gunning
for a championship and the men hoping to redeem themselves. Women's
hoops faces a tough Terrapin team,
while the men look to score a huge
win against Ciemson.

PaulSulzer

David Amstutz

ZachWielgus
Heights staff
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BC notes

Recap from Last Week
Men's hoops pulled victory from
the jaws of defeat vs. VT, while the
women did not fare as well against
Duke. Women's hockey skated its way
past Northeastern into the Beanpot
championship. The men's team was
soundly defeated by the Huskies.

13-2
12-3
12-3
8-7

Guest Editor:
Kyle Pochini
General Manager

PICKS

EDITORS'

The Week Ahead

The Heights

Women's Skiing
The Boston College women's ski team participated in the
MIT Carnival and the UMass Slalom this past weekend. In
the MIT Carnival on Saturday, the skiers had to cope with
rough giant slalom conditions, as Loon Mountain was covered
with 16 inches offresh snow. BC finished in fifth overall, highlighted by Ashley La Cavallain eighth and Courtney Willson
in 11th. The Eagles skied to a third-place finish in the UMass
Slalom on Sunday at Pat's Peak. Willson finished fifth, her
best performance this season, while Laura Martini came in
10th. The Eagles sit in third place overall in league standings
after their showing this weekend, behind Plymouth State by
just two points.

JGuy... epic."

This Week's Games

Women's Hockey
David Amstutz
Sports Editor

Zaeh Wielgus
Assoc. Sports Editor

Paul Sulzer
Asst Sports Editor

Pochlnl
General Manager

Kyle

Men's Basketball: BC vs. Clemson

ciemson

ciemson

bc

bc

Women's Basketball: BC VS. Maryland
Men's Hockey BeanpotßC vs. Harvard

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

bc

bc

bc

bc

Women's Hockey BeanpotßC vs. Harvard

BC

BC

BC

Harvard

Men's Hockey Beanpot Northeastern vs. BU

bu

bu

bu

Northeastern

'

Mary Restuccia of the Boston College women's hockey team
has been named Hockey East Mission Rookie of the Month.
The freshman forward scored eight points in nine games last
month. She notched five goals on 29 shots over the course of
the month, "and she registered +2 in the plus/minus statistic
in January. The highlight of her January performance was
a three point game against Northeastern on Jan. 15, which
included two goals.Restuccia is from Chester Springs, Penn.
She is fourth on the team with 19 points this season, including
10 goals and nine assists. Her .150 shooting percentage is the
second-best on the Eagles.

Women's hockey defeats Huskies in the 'Pot
By Diana C. Nearhos
Heights Editor

The attendance at Matthews Arena for the
women's Beanpot may have been much lower
than that of the men's game at the TD Banknorth
Garden the night before, but the result was much
better for Boston College fans. The Eagles defeated
Northeastern University, 3-1, in the first round of
Beanpot play on Tuesday night.
BC scored for the first time just 2:38 into the
game. Positioned at the top ofthe crease, forward
Mary Restuccia received a pass from her linemate,
forward Allie Thunstrom. Restuccia, the Hockey
East Rookie of the Month for January, buried the
puck in the back of the net for her 10th goal of
the season. The assist gave Thunstrom her 100th
career point; she is only the seventh BC player to
have reached the mark.
Northeastern answered quickly with a goal of its
own just 38 seconds later. Forward Erin Reil sent
the puck to fellow forward Ali Bielawski at the top
ofthe crease, who sent a shot past goaltender Molly
Schaus stick-side.
"I was pretty excited when we got the first goal
because we do pretty well when we score the first
goal," said head coachKatie King. "But they came
right back at us, and I tell you that's a team that
doesn't quit. It took us a little while to get back
in the game."
Northeastern came close to scoring with 1:30
left in the period. Schaus left the goal to play
the puck out in front of the net. Forward Missy
Elumba met her there and fired a shot toward
the goal, and Schaus scrambled to get back. The
puck caught Schaus' pad and flew over the net.
The Northeastern fans chanted "John Muse" to
remind BC of what can happen when a goaltender
leaves the net.
Although the Eagles had two power plays late
in the period, they were unable to come up with
another goal. The period expired with the game
still tied at one.
In the middle of the second period, Northeastern had its own scoring opportunities on two
power plays. Northeastern appearedto have taken
the lead while on a man advantage 5:18 into the
period. Traffic in the crease got Schaus and Husky
junior defenseman Ginny Berg tangled up, and the
puck appeared to deflect offBerg's foot. At first it
was ruled a goal, but upon discussion the officials
reversed the call.
Both teams had opportunities in the last minute of the period, but each goaltender was able to
make the necessary saves to send the teams back
the locker room still tied at one.
"We talked about how the Beanpot is all about
being the pride ofBoston and we just wanted to attain that," King said about the conversation in the

BC goaltenderMolly Schaus makes a save against Northeastern's Alyssa Wohlfeiler. Schaus made 24 saves, allowing only one goal in the first period, for her 17th victory.
locker room during thesecond intermission. "How
great is it that the kids get to play for a championship in the middle of the season? We knew we
wanted it and we had one more period to win it."
After hearing from the coaches and seniors, the
team came out ready to go. The Eagles started the
period on a power play from a call against center
Alyssa Wohlfeiler for tripping with 11,seconds left
in the previous period. It took'only 1:43 for forward
Becky Zavisza to redirect a pass fromforward Kelli
Stack to freshman forward Danielle Welch, who
put BC up 2-1.

The Eagles went on to score one more security
goal. With 8:53 remaining in the game, defenseman
Maggie Taverna was penalizedfor cross-checking.
BC followed up with a short-handed goal by Stack,
who just beat defenseman Stephanie Gavronsky to
the goal and snuck the puck by goaltender Leah
Sulyma's left foot. Stack's 44 th point of the season
put the Eagles up 3-1, sending them to the Beanpot
championship.
Harvard dominated Boston University earlier
in the night, shutting the Terriers out 8-0. As a
result, the Crimson and the Eagles will meet in

the championship for a rematch of last year's first
round game in which BC was shut out.
Laura Traynham, BC '97, was inducted into the
Beanpot Hall of Fame between the first and second
games Tuesday night. With five goals and three
assists, Traynham was one of Boston College's top
scorers in the Beanpot and helped the team to the
championship game her junior year. Traynham,
one of the Eagles' first varsity hockey players, sits
at fourth in career points with 125. She also holds
places in BC's record books for 56 career goals
(fourth) and 69 all-time assists (third). \u25a0

Spaziani introduces newest hatch of Eagles
Signing Day, from B8
their recruiting expectations. He mentioned B.J. Raji
(two stars), Ron Brace (three stars as an offensive lineman), and Matt Ryan (three stars) all going on to have
success on the Heights despite their lower rankings.
"We like to think coaching has a lot to do with
the outcome," Spaziani said. "If it all came down to
recruiting, I think they're paying me too much."
One of BC's top targets this recruiting season, Jim

DAVID GIVLER / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Newly-hired Boston Collegefootball coach Frank Spaziani introduced his first recruiting class on Wednesday.

Noel, remains unsigned. Noel committed last June to
the Eagles but has yet to sign his letter of intent.
Of the players signed, Quinn represents possibly
the most intriguing prospect in the class. With both
of BC's defensive tackles graduating this year and
only one experiencedinterior lineman on the roster
(Damik Scafe), Quinn, as well as fellow signees Bryan
Davis and Conor O'Neal, have a chance to compete
for playing time immediately.
Spaziani also made a note of the linebackers in
the class. Luke Kuechly and Andre Lawrence were
two ofthe higher rated prospects coming to BC, both
projecting to outside linebacker in college under new
defensive coordinator Bill McGovern, the Eagles'
former linebackers coach.
Two running backs were added to the team to
complement last year's two freshmen, Josh Haden
and Montel Harris. Rolandan Finch, Kentucky's Mr.
Football, and Sterlin Phifer both stand at 5-10 and
about 200 pounds, adding two more backs to the
Eagles' offense, which already features Haden and
Harris, each at 5-8.

BC also added another quarterback to the mix in
Michael Marscovetra. Spaziani expects Marscovetra
to come in and compete immediately with incumbent
Dominique Davis and redshirt freshman Justin Tuggle
for the starting job.
"He's only three gamesbehind," Spaziani said of
his newest signal caller.
Marscovetra will have two big targets to throw to
next year, whether as the starter or on the scout team.
Tight end Mike Naples (6-4) and-receiver Johnathan
Coleman (6-3) were the only other offensive skill position players to sign on Wednesday. Three offensive
linemen will also join them on the Heights.
One of the more under-recruited players of the
class who could have the most immediate impact is
kicker NateFreese. Freese reportedly has leg strength
beyond SO yards and could help solidify an Eagles
kicking game that has been a point ofcontention with
fans the past two seasons.
As opposed to last year whenplayers such as Haden
and cornerback Donnie Fletcher (both of whom saw
significant playing time last season) enrolled for the
spring semester to take part in spring practices, none
of the current class is at BC yet. Spaziani noted the
trend toward early enrollees in college football, but he
felt the kids should usually stay in high school.
Although he had not had a chance to coach any of
themyet, Spaziani found himself impressed with the
class from his new position.
"I got a different perspective on it going into
homes," he said. "They were BC people like we try to
recruit here." \u25a0
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Hold off A deci-sieve loss in the Beanpot
the sticks
and stones
Mark Nugent
Heights Staff

By

With all the excitement that last year's

Beanpot tournament held, it was almost

expected that Boston College could potentially have another shot at the title
despite the rankings and recent play of
its opponents. Sadly, the strength and
consistent play proved to be the Eagles'
downfall, as they were defeated by Northeastern, 6-1, on Monday night at the TD

David Amstutz
For all the doom and gloom that
Monday night's loss to Northeastern
brought to campus, I couldn't help but
leave the Garden with a feeling that the
final score was the most deceiving statistic I've ever seen in a college hockey
game.

Ignore the goals for a second. Every
single one scored in the game could
have (and probably should) have been
prevented, both teams included.
Instead,'consider a few secondary
facts in the box score. First, Boston College totally dominated the shots on goal,
46-27. Although BC piled up 17 shots
well after the game had been decided
in the third period, the Eagles held
the advantage throughout the game.
It wasn't as if Northeastern stopped
playing hard after it grabbed a four-goal
lead and BC desperately fought back;
at the very least, the Eagles played with
theHuskies throughout. BC's forwards
dictated the pace of the game, generating more scoring chances than their
opponents in the first, second, and third
periods. Consequently, the puck stayed
on Northeastern's end of the ice for the
majority of the game.
The question doesn't need to be
asked. It's clear why BC lost the game.
John Muse would be the first person to
admit thathe played poorly, probably
the worst game of his career. (Although
one ofmy roommates claims that when
he was a fourth-line scrub at Milton
Academy and Muse was tending the
net at Nobles, the Mustangs scored five
times against the kid one night).
Regardless of my roommate's neverending nostalgic dream for the high
school glory days, Muse played his worst
game since showing up in Chestnut
Hill last September. Stick side, glove
side, behind the net you name it he
seemed to give it up. To make matters
worse by comparison, his counterpart,
Northeastern's Brad Thiessen, played
an incredible game. Thiessen looked like
the 'Bulin Wall in Northeastern's goal,
standing tall as he was peppered by BC's
attack with a barrage of shots.
Thiessen's play made one thing
very evident: had the goaltenders been
swapped, BC likely wins the game.
Granted, other factors have to be taken
into account with this statistic, but
Thiessen's save percentage in the game
was .977; Muse's was .750.
Take a second to put it all in perspective, though. Muse played a poor
game fine. But there's no reason to
pull a Chris Crane on the kid and jump
all over him. Every athlete, from our boy
Sean Williams to the illustrious Michael
Phelps, has their off-days. Everyone
else does, too we just hope that noth-

-

-

-

ing incriminating pops up

on camera

in

the process.
Muse has a 2.87 goals against average and a .901 save percentage. Neither
number is particularly impressive; it's
safe to say that the goaltender hasn't
had a great season between the pipes.
But here's the catch. BC is effectively in
the same position that it was last year
at this time, idly sitting in the midst of
mediocrity in the Hockey East standings. That is, despite the struggles of its

sophomore goalie.
Which leaves us with cause for
optimism. At some point, Muse is going
to turn the ship around. He's proven
that deep down, he has what it takes to
win. As a freshman, he posted a 2.20
goals against average and a .921 save
percentage. Because the numbers always
balance out, it's simply a matter of time
before he returns to form. Expect him to
bounce back, get on top of his game, and
lead BC's resurgence in the second half.
So when one of your buddies claims
that Chris Venti should start, refrain
from chiming in with the peanut gallery and saying that the only reason
he doesn't is because Jerry York and
Johnny Muse are in a bromancc together. Muse, like all of his teammates,
has it in him it's just taking a little
longer to prove this go-around.
-

David Amstutz is the sports editor of The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.

Banknorth Garden.
The Eagles got off to a rough start in
the first period with Andrew Orpik and
Tim Filangieri getting sent to the penalty
box within the first four minutes of the
opening faeeoff. The Huskies used this
to their advantage, as Ryan Ginand snuck
a shot past BC goalie John Muse to put
Northeastern up 1-0 early in the game.
Despite the quick pressure from the
Huskies, BC regained its footing on the
power play only a few minutes later. With
the clock running out on an NU penalty,
the Eagles opted to wait for the right time
rather than fire a shot. The decision paid
off, and Matt Price took a pass from Joe
Whitney and tied the game at one.
The action wasn't over yet, however,
and Northeastern was not deterred by
the Eagles' momentum. The visiting team
jumped right back on top when fourthliner Greg Costa saw a free puck sitting in
front of Muse's glove and tipped home a
rebound to put Northeastern back on top,
2-1. That wouldbe all the scoring for the
first period, as the Huskies outshot the
Eagles, 9-8, in the opening frame.
The second period started out in favor
ofBC, with the team getting early pressure
on NU goaltender Joe Theissen. The netminder was on top of all of the BC chances
and showed the crowd why his team was
the first-place team in Hockey East.
The game remained locked with NU
up by one until 12 minutes into the period
when Muse trippedbehind his own net and
stumbled back to the crease. This gave
Huskies defenseman Louis Liotti a fairly
open net, and he fired a low shot through
the crowd to make the score 3-1. But be-

Northeastern'sChris Donovan fights for the puck behind the net, just before he registered an assist on Greg Costa's game-winninggoal.
fore fans could even begin to yell at Muse
for his fall, the Huskies struck yet again,
this time on a long slap shot by Dennis
McCauley that went through a screening
player and past Muse's left skate.
Some might have called McCauley's
goal an easy shot to save, but it just hit
home that nothing was going the Eagles'
way at the moment. These sentiments
were only further reiterated when Muse
went into the corner to clear away a
dump-in pass, but fanned on the puck,
allowing Chris Donovan to grab the puck
and pass it to Steve Quailer for a wideopen goal and a 5-1 advantage.
The fireworks were not over yet, as

both teams came together with fists offury
after a covered puck in the Northeastern
end. After the smoke cleared, Brock
Bradford and Cam Atkinson were given
a five-minute and two-minute penalty,
respectively, while NU's Denis Chisholm
was sent to the dressing room early. Even
with one man gone, Northeastern still
held a four-goal lead heading into the
final frame.
Even though the final period was less
dramatic from the start, the Eagles did
not come hard out ofthe gate and were not
strong enough to get through Northeastern's defense. Shortly over the midway
point in the period, Muse once again lost

Eagles fly past Cavaliers

Eagles
sign 16
recruits

By Zach Wielgus
Assoc. Sports Editor

With its next three games all against
top 10 opponents, it would be conceivable for the men's basketball team to look
past last-place Virginia and come into
Charlottesville flat. It quickly became
clear, however, thatBoston College is not
letting anyone slip under theradar, as they
decisively defeated the Cavaliers, 80-70,
yesterday.
Although the final score may not indicate it, the Eagles were extremely efficient
for the majority of the game. Tyrese Rice
added 20 points and six rebounds, and
Rakim Sanders added 20 points and 10
rebounds of his own.
"Rakim is obviously, physically, probably as gifted as any two-guard in the
league, and when he decides to make up
his mind that he wants the ball and he
wants to make a presence, particularly on
the interior, I'm not sure if there are many
guards in this league that can stop that,"
head coach Al Skinner said.
After a balanced first five minutes,
after which BC led 10-9, a combination
of stifling defense and aggressive, accurate shooting took over. Five players
contributed to the enormous lead the
Eagles would create while holding Virginia
without a basket for 11 and a half minutes;
with just three minutes remaining in the
first half, BC led 35-16.
Sanders scored seven points, Rice
chipped in six points, and Tyler Roche
added five points off the bench to lead
the Eagles during that definitive time period. During the first frame, BC had little
trouble running their offense and slicing
through the Cavalier defense, setting up
easy jump shots and layups.
When the sympathetic horn sounded
for halftime, Rice and Sanders both had
11 points, and the Eagles were up 42-22,
seemingly putting the game out ofreach.
BC shot 68 percent from the floor, while
UVA responded with 21 percent from the
floor on six-of-28 shooting.
Leading by 20 and with no visible air
that they would lose their lead, the Eagles
rode their confidence through most of the
second half. After Rice nailed a 3-pointer
in transition, Virginia continued to showease its frustrating inconsistency, at one
point missing three straight layups before
drawing a foul.
Despite allowing play to get sloppy,
BC never truly allowed UVA to get back
into the game. With just under 12 minutes

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

his composure, missing an easy catch with
his glove that fell right to Donovan, who
whacked home an easy rebound to make
it 6-1 in favor of the Huskies.
Head coach Jerry York had finally seen
enough and decided it was time to give
backup goaltender, Chris Venti, a chance
in net. It was the first time in his BC career
that Muse had not been on the ice for his
team. "We'll look at the tape and John
will learn from it," York said. "I'm a big
baseball fan, and I saw Sandy Koufax get
shelled some nights, and then he comes
back and wins 20 something games. This
wasn't his night, but goaltenders have to
bounce back from difficult outings." \u25a0

Spaziani completes first
class on Signing Day
By Daniel Popko
Heights Staff

Frank Spaziani unveiled his first recruiting class on Wednesday, the first day
high school seniors were allowed to sign a
national letter of intent.
"I forgot how much I enjoyed [recruiting]," Spaziani said at a press conference.

Although Skinner's squad played
arguably one of their most well-rounded
conference games of the year, not all was
perfect. BC committed 20 turnovers during the contest that led to 23 Virginia
points; additionally, the Eagles could not
contain freshman guard Sylven Landes-

Spaziani, who has been the head
football coach at Boston College for
just three weeks, signed 16 players in his
initial class, the second smallest class in
the ACC this year. He had little time to
put his own mark on the incoming class,
instead concentrating on retaining players Jeff Jagodzinski had already gotten
commitments from.
"We just went on the road," Spaziani
said of his scramble to sign recruits. "We
felt we had to be committed to who was
committed to us,"
Spaziani and his coaching staff, which
still has yet to be filled out, were able to
retain every player who had initially committed to BC before the coaching change.
Mike Siravo, the defensive backs coach
and recruiting coordinator, was given a lot
of credit for keeping the class together.
"He does the work of a whole staff,"
Spaziani said.
The class has been panned by recruiting experts, seen as the worst in the ACC
by Rivals.com, one of the nation's most
respected recruiting sites. The site, which
ranks prospects on a star system of one
to five, saw only one of BC's signees as
a four-star prospect (defensive tackle
Dillon Quinn), while 10 of the players garnered two-star rankings. By comparison,
national champion Florida had only four
of its 16 signees ranked below a four-star
rating.
When asked about the opinion of the
class to outsiders, Spazianibrought up all
the past players who have out performed

See Men's Basketball, B6

See Signing Day, B7

ANDREW SHURTLEFF

/

AP PHOTO

Josh Southern and the Eagles limited Virginiato 33 percent shooting in Tuesday night's 80-70 win.
remaining, Skinner called a timeout after
a 9-2 Cavaliers run; on the ensuing play,
Rice found Trapani in the corner for an
open 3-pointer, and Biko Paris raced down
the court on the next possession for an
easy layup, pushing BC's lead back to 17.
Soon after, the Eagles committed three
straight turnovers, which the Cavaliers
turned into eight points, cutting the BC

lead to just nine the closest UVA had
been since it was 18-9 halfway through the
first half. Roche and Sanders responded
with seven points between them to match
the offensive input from Virginia and
maintain a 13-point lead, 66-53, with four
-

minutes remaining.
The rest of the game consisted of

Lady Eagles advance to 'Pot final
After beating Northeastern 3-1, BC will face
Harvard for all the beans on Tuesday. B7

constant fouling against the Eagles; in
order for them to hold onto their lead,
they would need to be dependable from

the free-throw line down the stretch. BC
was a nearly perfect 14 of 16 from the
charity stripe, including six points from
Biko Paris, who finished with 12 points

off the bench.

Duke downs BC in women's hoops

The Blue Devils prove to be too much for the Eagles
despite a valient effort from BC. B6
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Editor's Corner
Thursday'

The other night in the office, Ethan, the assistant

arts editor, exposed me the most stomach-curdling song

Bruce Springsteen has everrecorded, "Queen of the
Supermarket"In the sonic equivalent of expired Cheez
Whiz, Springsteen sings of strolling with his shoppingcart
"where the bittersweettaste of life is at your lips/ where
aisles and aislesof dreamsawaityou." Critics have seized
and slaughtered "Queen of the Supermarket" like the crazed
farmer who makes his family watch him decapitate the
Thanksgivingturkey. The Orlando Sentinel even wrote that it
Zak Jason
"sounds like someone doing a Springsteen parody."
Having listened to the song itself, the critics are justified. Anyone moved by a line like
"each night I take my groceries and drift away," must have lived in a bubble with access only
to 27 Dresses. But as ambassadorof pop culture Chuck Klosterman states, "In and of itself,
nothing really matters. What matters is thatnothing is ever in and ofitself."
But later that night, I watchedThe Boss rattle Tampa with an emphatic, booming, stellar
Super Bowl set, and I would not have enjoyed it nearly as much had Ethan never played
"Queen of the Supermarket." Ultimately, the occasionalweak points of great artists the
sporadic splattering of cheese makes theirgreat work seem more profound. Had I watched
the halftime show without "Queen of the Supermarket" looping through my head, I probably
wouldn't have felt the gritty, glorious glee of "Born to Run." Ultimately, the cheap work of a
greatartist makes their great art shine brighter.
We experience this phenomenon across all forms of art. Thanks to Darren Aronofsky and
Mickey Rourke, The Wrestler will reign as a rough-edgedAmerican classic. But The Wrestler
seems att the more profound becausethe last film Aronofsky directed, The Fountain, proved
an avalanche of pretentious babble, and the last movieRourke acted in, Stormbreaker,
proved a throwaway action flick with the tagline "You're never too young to die."The dull,
fuzzy trash Aronofsky and Rourke produced before amplified The Wrestler all the more. This
year, Al Pacino and Robert DeNiro slapped together the dinky cop movie RighteousKill. But in
retrospect, such an aggressivelymediocre performancemakes their performances inRasing
Bull and The Godfather trilogy seem alt the more epic. In film, theater, and music, sometimes
the worst thing an artist createswill prove the most beneficial to their importance.
But the occasionalflaws of the greats show us something more inspiring: they're human.
Bruce Springsteen may perpetually capture the Zeitgeistof the working man and even of
America as a whole but songs like "Queen of the Supermarket" reveal that.evensuperstars
have hiccups. More so than theirprofound work, the occasional blemish of a classic artist
should inspire us to pull through and create art of our own. If we know that evenThe Boss
sometimes sings about driftingaway with grocery bags, then we can feel assured that
we can elevate from our own flawed work. So get out there and create something.
_V^
stay away from the produce aisle.

DOBC "IMPACT"
Robsham Theater
ILLINOIS
Great Scott

THE
CALENDAR

GRAVEHAVEN
T.T. The Bear's
MEAN CREEK
Great Scott

Friday
DOBC "IMPACT"
Robsham Theater

Saturday

-

ROCKUS BATTLE
OF THE BANDS
Tommy Doyle's

N

EVE 6
Harper's Ferry
PASSION PIT
Middle East

-

SASA CULTURAL SHOW
Robsham Theater

.

BC BOP!
Cabaret Room

MURDER BY DEATH
Middle East

Sunday

VIRGINS
Great Scott

LIGHTS
Middle East
GLOBS
T.T. The Bear's
JORGE
Lido Nightclub
AMIGAZO
Church of Boston

-

-
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By Kristen

House

Assoc. Arts & Review Editor

This week's videos are drawing from a talented bunch, whether
it's actor James Franco (who was nominated for accoladesthis year
for his diverse roles in Milk and Pineapple Express), Tina Fey, or
upstart Jon Lajoie who redefines the parameters of what it means
to be a white rapper.
Now, I must add that I'm sorry if you're already tired of everything 30Rock, as Fey & co. seem to be storming the stage ofwhatever
award show they are invited to. The show has generated polarized
opinions from viewers. In fact, when I tried to show one episode to
a friend, she took in the full 23 minutes with a wide-eyed stare that
half balked at the show and half questioned my personal sanity.
"This
isn't funny at all." She remarked. It was blunt, to the
point, and like a knife to theheart considering I had just babbled on
about how awesome the whole thing was.
...

2
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Acting with JamesFranco. If
you're an aspiring thespian or
just one of those people who

watched the scenes with Peter Parker's
friend Harry Osbourne just a touch too
intently during the Spiderman movies,
then you will appreciate these hilarious
vignettes. Franco plays a pompous acting
coach extraordinaireand uses none other
than his brotherDave Franco as his partner
in crime. Too bad he saves all the worst
roles for him, like in their rendition of
Rebel Without a Cause. Watch this sibling
duo duke it out at www.funnyordie.com.
Search "Acting With James Franco."

2

Ask Tina. These videos, which
find a home on the 30 RockWeb
site, are prime extensions of the
already hilarious (and critic-approved)hit.
Fey answers questions e-mailed in by the
viewers like, "I'm sUch a fan of the show,
Tina, how are you so awesome??" But, the
best moments come when theoffbeat questions arise. One viewer, for example, asks
about what he perceives to be overt feminist
ideals present in all the work Fey does.
Fey's off-the-cufTresponses willkeep viewers guessing, and most importantly, laughing. Go to http://www.nbc.com/iOJRock/,
go to videos and click "Ask Tina."

f\

Everyday Normal Guy Rap
Song. Jon Lajoie's videos are
»\u2713
a shout out to all those who
don't drive soupedup vehicles and eat
diamonds atop their morning cereal
"*\

each day. It's a rap song without the
pretense by an unassuming guy who
"Gets nervous in social situations,

motherf?r." If you're tiredoffeeling
inadequatewhile listeningto rap starswho have basically gotten mauled by
bears, survived androse to the top, take
a load off and go to www.fimnyordie.
com. Search "Everyday Normal Guy"
for the videos.

TV
Bright 'Lights,'
low ratings

BC TUBE

What We're Watching
Tue Tran

By

Heights Editor

1. Damages
Glenn Close and
Rose Byrne star in this dramaabout
law and revenge, but more about
revenge. Patty Hewes (Close) is a
powerful attorney and Ellen Parsons
(Byrne) is her protege. After Parsons
suspects Hewes of trying to get her
killed, Parsons is now working with
the FBI to get her arrested. Watch it
on FX on Wednesdays at 10 p.m.
?

Growing

up in a small town by
the Jersey shore, I can't relate to the southern culture
of Friday Night Lights. My
high school football team was, a poor
excuse for a sports team during my
four years, and people attended the
football games more like they were
an ice cream social than a community
responsibility and bonding session. The players walkedaround in their jerseys
on game day, and yet I couldn't have picked them out from a line-up in any
other attire. This couldn't be farther from the fictional Dillon, Tex., where
every town resident, let alone high school student, lives and dies with the
wins and losses of the Panthers.
Part of my love of Friday Night Lights stems from the concept of a town
rallying around a mutual love of football being so foreign to me, but also
because of a desire I have to root for the underdog. Friday Night Lights has
undergone some harsh times in the two years it has been on air. Despite
?being adored by critics, the series has suffered in the ratings, never being
able to crack the top 20 even though it's far superior in plot and acting to
most of the other swill on television.
With NBC being so behind the other networks in terms of general ratings, it would have been easy to give up on the show. Instead NBC went to
DirecTV and convinced the satellite company to chip in on the production
costs. Part of the deal was that Friday Night Lights would air exclusively on
DirecTV throughout the fall, and re-air for the rest of the world on NBC in
the spring. There have been three episodes thus far on the NBC run, and I
think that everyone reading this column should race to their computers to
watch them right now. Well, after you stop reading.
Season threefinds Coach Taylor's family in a state of flux after Tami takes
the position of high school principal, Eric loses the first big football game of
the year, and Julie seems to be regaining her feelings for quarterback Matt
Seracen. And that's just the drama of one Dillon family. The incomparably
hott (yes, with two t's) Tim Riggins is sleeping with un-born again Christian
Lyla, and his complex relationship with brother Billy is showing off Taylor
Kitsch's acting skills in the finest manner. Watch it to make eyes at Kitsch.
Watch it to enjoy the football game shown toward the end of each episode.
I don't care why you watch it, just do it to ensure this gem stays on TV for
at least one more season.

2. American Idol This show is in its eighth season,
but for the die-hard fan, putting people who can really
sing and can't sing at all on camera never gets old.
And now the best singers are duking it out in Hollywood. Watch it on Fox on Tuesdays and Wednesdays
-

at 8 p.m.

3. The View -These passionate ladies are funny and
tackle important issues everyday in their "Hot Topics"
segment. While it has toned down after the election,
they do provoke riveting dialogue with a lot of humor.
Watch it on ABC every weekday at 11 a.m.

CLOSE-UP
The Bachelor's
Jason Mesnick

with Blair Thill
ABC's The Bachelor is currently in what feels like its 800th season. Ever since the
premiere of the first season years ago, the show has been the butt of millions of jokes
on morning talk shows and late night TV alike. The Bachelor has become the modern
day Miss America pageant a pop culture icon in the de-feminization of women. But
despite the myriad criticisms the series endures, it must be doing something right to
have been on air for this long amid a television culture filled with shows being cancelled after just three episodes.
Jason Mesnick captures the hearts of women everywhere when he was rejected
by Bachelorette star Deanna Pappas in favor of unreliable snowboarder Jesse. It only
made sense, then, that ABC announced Mesnick as the lucky man at the center of the
13th season of the dating show. Unlike many of the bachelors past, Mesnick actually
seems to be a genuinely nice guy. Add that to his status as a single father and you
might actually have a guy worth taking down 24 other girls for.
-
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Music
Predictable mediocrity in the new Fray
By Joseph Tardi
For The Heights

With steady-moving piano tracks and a
wistful, sentimental mood, The Fray's music
has been a bastion of consolation for middleclass, suburban high schoolstudents steeped in
relationship angst and engrossed
in the pre-mature lifestyle of
shows like The Hills. Since their
2005 debut album, How To Save
A Life, they've been producing
adolescent jams ideal for rocking out after a discouraging high
school dance. Yet, despite their
pop appeal and bad rap among
music snobs everywhere, there
is something honest and genuine
about them. Though their new,
self-titled sophomorerelease seems like "How
To Save A Life: Part II," they still manage to
sound almost meaningfuland at times touching
in a completely uninteresting way.
The new album does much of what How To
Save A Life did, with slightly less of the artsy
sound found in their debut album that gave
it its melancholy twist. This album is almost
more upbeat and almost more progressive than
its predecessor, but like the music's attempt
at having a unique and gripping sound, it falls
about half-way short of impressing. There are
still the same attempts to break out of their
niche in emotional,piano rock; venturing into
different sounds with heavy, treble, garage
band guitar in "Absolute" (which, for just a
moment, almost takes a pop-punk sound), a
sweeping string section on "Never Say Never,"
and a synth opening in "Say When" that sounds
like it could have come from Sting's "Desert
Rose." There is even a gospel choir at the end
of the last track, "Happiness." These attempts
at progression, however, are as feeble as they
are short and half-hearted, unfortunately rendering any variety or diversity of sound on the
album almost unheard and marginalized to the

Off the Record
with Greg Kita
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+PETE DOHERTY,
OF LIBERTINES,
BABYSHAMBLES,
NARCOTICS AND KATE
MOSS FAME WILL GIVE
A LECTURE AT TRINITY
COLLEGE IN DUBLIN.
THE UNIVERSITY
PHILOSOPHICAL
SOCIETY IS
HOSTING DOHERTY

TO DISCUSS "LIFE,
LOVE AND MUCH
MORE."

point of insignificance. Even the hopefulness respect.
of a gospel choir cannot overcome The Fray's
The Fray also has moments where shards
desire to mundanely end a song the same way of the band's instrumental ability begin to
they've managed to end everyother song: with shine through. On "Ungodly Hour," we get
a quiet and barely touching piano outro.
a true guitar solo, and on "We Build Then
The album is predictable: the mood of a We Break," we get heavy torn work on the
track is either somber with a hint of hope, or, drums. The band should do more of this and
hopeful with a hint of Eeyore. Almost every lookback to the track, "Hundred," from their
track seems to be either about love or losing first album, which begins with a piano line that
it ~and still seems chained to relying on ill- is reminiscent of Chopin's "Nocturne, 0p.9,
taken notes from Coldplay, David Gray and J N0.2," making it truly
impres.-?' ,??/'
Crew. The album
sive. Something
is far from poetic ~ "Jhe. moodvf/q trqck js either'somber inevitably must
in doing this, as
change for The
well, but has its
Fray, and it will;
redeemable quallead guitarity in its ability to
ist Dave Welsh
stay honest and stay genuine. Sometimes it needs more solos, and drummer Dave Wysocki
doesn't matter if it's tear-jerkingly, hearthas to take more of a lead in driving the songs.
wrenchingly trite; what counts is that they Right now there's potential but still nothing
mean it and it shows. In "Happiness," singer earth-shattering from the Denver-based band.
Isaac Slade sings, "Happiness damn near Stand out tracks to rock out to on the album
destroys you/ Breaks your faith to pieces on include, "Syndicate," "Never Say Never,"
the floor." Though it lacks the genius of Bob "Where the Story Ends," and "Enough For
Dylan, Bernie Taupin or Leonard Cohen, it Now." The potential is there; the music just
is still genuine and is to be credited in that needs more substance. B
,

tyijh'/&Mii^:^^^^i/of^o^e^;w^o

To most, Wasilla, Alaska is no
more than the city that launched
former vice-presidential hopeful
Sarah Palin's political career.
But Wasilla has also spawned the
alternative rock quartet called
Portugal, The Man.
From their experimental style
of music right down to their name,
Portugal, The Man is a band of
many colors, colors you'd be hard
pressed to find in any rainbow.
Formed in 2005 by singer/guitarist
John Gourley from the remnants
of Anatomy of a Ghost, Portugal,
The Man, have constantly pushed
the musical limits. The band can
best be described as landing
somewhere between experimental indie and alternative rock;
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Portugal's music uses anything and
everything from the conventional
guitar, bass, and drums to bells
to synth loops, at times building
a mountain of melodies, at others
disregarding melody completely.

Jt

+INTERNATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT
ICON LIL' WAYNE CONFIRMED THAT THE
FOLLOW UP TO 2008'S THE CARTER
111, REBIRTH WILL BE A JOURNEY AWAY
FROM HIP-HOP. "PROM QUEEN,"
THE FIRST SINGLE ON WEEZY'S ROCK
ENDEAVOR, IS NOW STREAMING ON HIS
MYSPACE: WWW.MYSPACE.
COMILILWAYNE.
?

+AFTER TICKETMASTER
REDIRECTED BUYERS TO
ANOTHER TICKETNOW.
COM, HUNDREDS OF
PATRONS ATTEMPTED
TO PURCHASE BRUCE
SPRINGSTEEN TOUR
TICKETS FAILED TO
FOLLOW THROUGH.
SPINGSTEENAND
M
FRIENDS ARE
"FURIOUS" AT

A

TICKETMASTER,
AND AN
INVESTIGATION
IS ONGOING.
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make an opera singer jealous, its eccentricity, it is surprisingly
and Portugal layers the vocals catchy. At the other end of the
several times over. The effect spectrum is the 2007 E.P., It's
is quite surreal, the audible Complicated Being a Wizard,
equivalent of a carnival funhouse. which consists of a single 23-minOftentimes, it's more about how ute long track, often relying on
With this base of alternative Gourley sings than what he sings. digitalized effects, synth loops
rock-meets-alternatereality readEven so, Portugal's lyrics have the that sound like pieces of machinily established, Portugal, The Man potential, at times, to resonate ery, and, every now and then,
released their first full length in strongly with audience members; the standard guitar and bass.
2006, entitled Waiter: You Vulin the song "Lay Me Back Down,"
It is odd, perhaps, but sculpted
tures! The album comes across Gourley sings "I remember things, into its oddness is the distinctive
as the soundtrack to the bizarre, not many things /1 don't rememability to change one's perception
blending distorted guitars with ber presidents or what they did/ of what constitutes music. In the
creeping arpeggios and plenty But I remember the wars and just musical arena, Portugal certainly
of pop hooks. But the part of who profited."
has creativity in its corner.
Portugal, The Man's music that
Portugal, The Man's'most rePortugal, The Man is a band
first grabbed my attention was cent release, 2008's Censored of exploration, defining for itself
the vocals. Gourley croons in a Colors, melds experimentation where sound stops and music
high-pitched falsetto that would with accessibility, and despite begins.

Von Bondies thunder back with 'Love, Hate'

Chris Dewey
For The Heights
By

Chances are you have never heard
of the Von Bondies. While their tune
"C'mon C'mon" is the theme song for the
FX drama Rescue Me, and group leader
Jason Stollsteimermade headlines back
in 2003 after a bar fight with the White
Stripes' Jack White, they manage to stay
off the radar of mainstream radio and
televisionstations. Despite theirrelative
obscurity, the Von Bondies are a unique
outfit that can contend with most other
rock acts on the scene.
Love, Hate and Then There's You, the
third album from the Detroit rockers,
opens with "This is Our Perfect Crime,"
a menacing rocker featuring the howl-

EP

ing vocals of lead guitarist and principle
songwriter Jason Stollsteimer. The tension of the verse continues to grow relentlessly until it crashes into an urgent
chorus. Its energy sets the bar high for
the 11 remaining songs, an expectation
that is for the most part fulfilled.

"Pale Bride," the first single off
of the album, is an aggressive song in
which Stollsteimerrepeatedly declares,
"I don't care anymore," because of his
inability to be with the girl he loves.
This pessimistic cynicism is delivered
with ironic wit throughout most of the
songs. Even musically upbeat tunes
like "I Don't Wanna" are marred by
Stollsteimer's pervasive insecurity and
lack of confidence.
Much of the album relies on the Von

Bondies' usual mix of garage rock and
proto-punk of the likes of the MCS, but
now the band also echoes elements of
recent New Wave revivalists like The
Killers and Interpol. "Accidents Will
Happen" even channels the bouncing
vibe ofThe Pretenders' "TattooedLove
Boys." While the band does nothing
to hide its vast array of influences, it
displays them respectfully without ever
coming off as derivative.
Love, Hate and Then There's You
is a true definition of "band effort."
The inventive interplay of guitarists
Stollsteimer and Christy Hunt is often
built upon by layers of synthesizers that
aid in creating a denser sound. Newcomer Leann Banks provides throbbing,
ominousbass lines that complement the
\u25a0down-trodden nature of the lyrics. The
quartet is rounded out by drummer Don
Blum whose busy patterns and adventurous fills dominate and drive nearly
every song. The presence of backing
vocals from the female band members
adds an extra sonic dimension to the
songs not often found in modern rock.
Though the album has no major flaws
that detractfrom its accomplishments,
the collection of songs is pretty static
in terms of musical tone and lyrical
content. Upon first listen it is difficult
to differentiate between tracks. The
musical ingredients are all performed
competently, but as each song employs
the typical droning baseline under a
sprinkling of jangling guitar licks, you
quickly become familiarized with development of the material.
If you like loud guitars and thundering
drum work then you will probably want
to sample the songs onLove, Hate and
Then There's You. B

In Stores
Next Week

Hudson

EMI

Downtown Records

Singles

1. My Life Would Suck Without
You-Kelly C larkson
2. Just Dance Lady GaGa Feat.
Colby O'Donis
3. Single Ladies Beyonce
4. Heartless Kanye West
5. Love Story Taylor Swift
-

-

-

-

College Albums

1. Everything That Happens Will
Happen Today David Byrne
and Brian Eno
2. We Are Beautiful, We are
Damned Los Campesinos
3. Day and Age Killers
4. Ladyhawke Ladyhawke
5. Glasvegas Glasvegas
-

-

-

-

-

SOURCE:

BILLBOARD.COM &

CMJ.COM

Single

Polyfolk Dance

The Killers
"Spaceman"
200712008

Blood"

Warp

Weathermaker Music

Asthmatic Kitty

Mohawke

Mos Def
The Ecstatic

ChartToppers

Single

Video

Lily Allen
It's Not Me. It'sYou

Bruce
Springsteen
"Queen of the
Supermarket"

Sufjan Stevens
"YouAre The

Columbia

Hudson Mohawke calls himself "The
Aphex Twins of hip hop." His new EP
doesn't quite deliver this promise,
but he crafted an entirely original
sound. His unconventional drum patterns, bips, bleeps and sloppy beat
box samples create a head-nod inducing irresistable groove. This fractured
sound develops a feeling of freedom
and abandon, but also leads to a lack of
cohesion on the EP. HudMo's skill and
potential are a potent combination for
the future. A- Nathaniel Oak
-

ALL ALBUM COVER PHOTOS COURTESY OF

The newest music video from The Killers is an attempt to showcase the band's
artistic ambitions, but ultimately drifts
into avant-garde absurdity. In the video
for "Spaceman," an uncomfortable and
emaciatedBrandon Flowers dances around
a spiral platform in his futuristic Bowieesque spacesuit, complete with feathers
and tiger-striped gloves. In the video,
Flowers climbs his way through a Victorian masquerade. Neither inventive nor
original, the Killers go from innovative to
idiotic. D+ Brendan r~itzgibbons
?

Seemingly light years away from even
teasing us with the possibility of another

80+ minutes of conceptual intricacies
about a third state, Sufjan Stevens awakes
from hibernation to remind us of his awesomeness. His coverof the Castanets' "You
Are the Blood" is a 10-minute epic, and
makes a great addition to his already probombastic
lific catalog. Zany
percussion, precise horn arrangements,
and glitchy electronics develop layer upon
layer to bury Stevens' beautifully dark
warble. A- Ethan Stevenson
-

I love comebacks. Portishead's Third sat
among my favorites of 2008 and I will faint
when My Bloody Valentine release Loveless'
successor. But what the hell was the Boss
thinking here? Working on a Dream succeeds
as a whole, but simply scratching my head
wouldbe a severely underwhelming reaction
to "Queen of the Supermarket." "With my
shopping cart I move through the heart / Of
a sea of fools so blissfully unaware / That
they're in the presence of something wonderful and rare / The way she moves behind the
counter." C'mon Bruce. F E.5.
-
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Best Picture
Nominees:
Slumdog Millionaire
The Curious Case ofBenjamin Button
The Reader
Milk
Frost/Nixon

-

-

Encounters at the End of the World

The Heights predicts: Man on Wire. Innovative and awe-inspiring, Man on Wire should have really earned a Best Picture
nomination.The subject matter itself automaticallymakes it one
of the most entertaining and enticing films of the year: a man
walks across the Twin Towers on a tight rope. But the flashy and
fairy tale-like directionof the film, alongwith the kooky French
characters namely the affable and borderlineinsane Phillipe
Petit (who crossed the buildings) makes Man on Wire tower
above all other documentaries.
Bl^^^^^^^^
-

-

Best Director

Nominees:
Coldplay Viva La Vida or Death andAll His Friends
Lil Wayne Tha Carter 111
Ne-Yo year of the Gentleman
Radiohead In Rainbows
Robert Plant and Alison Kraus Raising Sand
-

-

-

-

-

GRAM Y'S/ACADEMYAWRDS

BATTLEFOR THE GOLDEN GRAMAPHONE AND OSCOR:

PREDICTONS

Best Documentary
Nominees:
Man on Wire
Trouble the Water
The Garden
The Betrayal

[

I

I

The Heightspredicts: Slumdog Millionaire. No moviebalanced
love with social critique more so than Slumdog Millionaire.Benjamin Button deserves a nod for the most ambitionsfilm of the
year, what with crafting an entire life by shaping Brad Pitt's face
for three-and-a-halfhours. But overall,Button parallelsForrest
Gump (also written by Eric Roth) too closely. Each moment of
Slumdog Millionaireflashes with suspense, poignancy,and an
ultra-modern feel. Only Milk knowing the Academy's affinity
for biopics may prove a surprise victory.

Album of the year

Zak Jason
Arts & Review Editor

By

Nominees:
Danny Boyle Slumdog Millionaire
David Fincher The Curious Case of Benjamin Button
Stephen Daldry The Reader
-

-

The Heights predicts: Coldplay.While it seems unfair to
select aband whose primary influence is also nominated,
we're making predictions, not fair and balanced picks. Viva
La Vida, Coldplay's fourth and most ambitious album to
date, has its shining moments, especiallythe sublime title
track and the charming and somber "Violet Hill," but the
bottomline is Chris Martin and Coldplaywould not exist
withoutThorn YorkeandRadiohead.Unfortunately, the voting committeeprobably won'trealize this.

Song of the Year
Nominees:
Jason Mraz "I'm Yours"
Sara BareUles "Love Song"
Coldplay "Viva La Vida"
Adele "Chasing Pavements"
Estelle "American Boy"
-

-

-

-

-

-

Sean Penn Milk
Ron Howard Frost/Nixon
-

-

I

\u25a0

Best Actor
Nominees:
Richard Jenkins The Visitor
Frank Langella Frost/Nixon
Sean Penn Milk
Mickey Rourke The Wrestler
Brad Pitt The Reader
-

-

-

-

-

The Heights predicts: Danny Boyle. With the task of covering
the erratic and sprawling landscapes of Mumbai, craftingthe
\ suspense of a game show, and fleshing out a fairy tale love story,
I Boyle gave himself a series of immense weights to balance.But
he managed an incredible act. Not a moment of Slumdog Milj lionaire feels dry or fake, and it's all owed to Boyle's mastery. He
captures the chaos of the village, the dramaof the Millionaire
I game show and the warmth of the love story.
]

J

The Heights predicts: Sean Perm. While Mickey Rourke proved
the comeback performance of the year with his hard-boiled
portrayal of an outdatedwrestler in The Wrestler, Sean Perm's
portrayal ofSan Francisco gay icon Harvey Milk shines brighter
than all. Far from the rough-edged Bostonian in Mystic River,
Perm's performance proved a daunting challengefor an actor,
but Penn pulled it off with passion, charm, and inspiration.
Best Actress

Nominees:
Anne Hathaway Rachel Getting Married
Angelina Jolie Changeling
MelissaLeo Frozen River
Meryl Streep Doubt
Kate Winslet The Reader
-

-

-

-

-

The Heights predicts: Meryl Streep.Despite her bitterly cheesy
final lines, Streep's performance of arigidly traditional nun
leaves the audience ofDoubt perturbed, distraught, andmoved.
Anne Hathaway may steal the show with her crazed performance of a recovering drug addict, but Streep seems poised to
walk away with her third Academy Award.

The Heights predicts: Coldplay. Of all the songs the
Screaming Eagles incessantly blasted this past football
season,"Viva laVida" provedto be the least tiresome.

Even deepinto November, the student section still shook
wheneverthe chorus soared to Chris Martin's nasally croon
"woaohahohahoh."Swelling violins, bombastic howling,and
ending on a durge-like note of pure melancholy, "VivaLa
Vida" deserves the win.

Best New Artist

Adele
Jonas Brothers
Lady Antebellum

Jazmine Sullivan
The Heights predicts:" Jonas Brothers. Most 12 or 20 year-old
Disney rug rats will raise an eyebrow to such a nomination, having known of the Jo Bros for years through the Disney Channel
original movie Camp Rock and theirprevious two studio albums.
But the Jonas Brothers really branched out this year! While the
sultry songstress Duffy deserves the Grammy,the Jonas Brothers, with their promise rings and boyish charm, will most likely
walk away with it.
-

-

Film
More than Zellweger out

of place in the sleepy 'New in Town'

New This Week

snow on the edge of a deserted highway,
an event she fashioning a flag out of her
lingerie, as well as a hunting trip with Ted
(Harry Connick, Jr., the head of the Labor
Union, which requires her to wear a hilarious suit. As expected, her once tumultuous
relationship with Ted evolves toward a
romance that could have been much more
original. The guy is a widower living with a
teen daughter... A perfect target for Lucy as
she endeavors to conquer the countryman's

heart. A little bit deja-vu isn't it?
Finally used to that at-first-odd environment, Lucy is called back to reality by her
Miami boss, who intends to close the plant
for lack of productivity Lucy's efficiency,
which drops thanks to her penchant for
experimenting with Northern traditions,
is soon noticed by the management of the
plant. From that moment, the movie follows the all-too-common pattern of her
being considered a traitor by both sides
and coming up with a revolutionary idea
to save her interests and there of her now
fellow workers.
New in Town is a decent copycat of
2008's French Bienvenue chez les Ch'tis,
even though not advertised as such. Same
plot a Southerner going North and experimenting with cliche habits and attitudes,
adapted to the wide-spread idea of what
life in Minnesota is like. Zellweger, supported by a cast of mostly unknown actors,
proves gifted when it comes to making a
fool of herself in a way people can identify
with, and turns Jonas Elmer's movie into a
pleasant comedy, which is even refreshing
at times. B-

Movies

1. Push
2. Coraline
3. Pink Panther 2
DVDs
1. \u25ba Nick and Norah's

Infinite Playlist

2. The Wiz
3. lack and Miri Make a
Porno

-

By Laura Pertuy
For The Heights

An intrusion in a world where scrapbooking and pick-ups reign as master, New in
Town thrusts us straight in the daily life of
common people populating New Ulm, Minn.
This short and rather amusing introduction
is soon switched with the portrayal of a
punchy businesswoman resolute to climb
the social ladder. Renee Zellweger happens to interpret a character quite alike
the celebrated Bridget Jones yet in a more
sophisticated version; Lucy Hill, embodying the archetype of the Miami girl?chic,
determinate and slightly self-absorbed.

THE
LIFE

REEL
with Chase Kinser

As a film studies and economics
double major, I take great pleasure in
looking at the economical aspects of
film. The most notable relationship
between the two is the economic factors
in releasing a film. Contrary to intui-"
tive knowledge, Hollywood distributors
do not just release a film whenever it
comes out of the editing room.
When most films are green-lighted,
the producers know whether it will
be a summer blockbuster or an Oscar
contender, which would mean a November-December release. The smaller
and independent films must first jump
through hoops at film festivals before a
distributor picks them up and decides
which season they will fit in best.

8
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This "fashionista" finds herself sent to a
small town near Minneapolis to restructure
a manufacturing plant going bankrupt.
Her first encounters and experiences in
what is presented as the North Pole are
marked by a cultural gap which, though obviously exaggerated, is essential to the comic twist of the movie. Lucy's high heels are
replaced with oversized snow outfits, and
a series of scenes that portray the Northern-life novice's antics, even if expected,
cannot be declared boring. For Zellweger
proves once again that she can infuse her
characters with a sense of ridiculousness.
Among those adventures: a car accident in
which Lucy's vehicle ends up covered with

Now, where does this leave all the
crappy flicks? I mean the films that just
went terribly wrong during production or
were somehow green-lighted at the start
(any movie with Paris Hilton). Anyone
who has taken a class in microeconomics
knows businesses try to minimize losses
as well as maximize profits. As a result,
we get Paul Bart: Mall Cop this time of
year. While all the Oscar nominees are
getting seen by all the movie-geeks, the
studios release their bad apples to lure
normal people who just don't really care
for Meryl Streep or Sean Penn.
My advice: don't take the bait. The
movies may have an interesting idea
because that's why they were originally made. However, the concept didn't
hold up for a full movie. Basically, all
those people who can't wait to see He's
Just Not That Into You this weekend,
shouldn't act surprised that it's corny and
dull. Sure it might be based on a semipopular novel, but so was Battlefield
Earth. Look, it's competing against Pink
Panther 2.
There are rare exceptions to this

-

rule. The Silence of the Lambs came out
in February and won the big prize. The
only way He's Just Not That Into You
might be moderately entertaining is if
it's being played out as a date movie. You
know that girlfriends nationwide will be
dragging their boyfriends out on Valentine's Day to see this movie. Of course,
Boston College won't have that problem
because that requires an actual date.

\u25ba Clinging to the heels of Juno,
Nick andNorah follows the same
path of bone dry teenage wit and
the goofy charm of Michael Cera.
A a sleeperromantic comedy, the
soundtrack outshines the film
itself, including songs from Shout
out Louds and an exlcusive track
from Vampire Weekend.

Yet, Valentine's Day is a week after
the film is released, so that's probably
not the reason why the release date was
chosen. For anyone who has taken Game
Theory will know, Confessions of a Shopaholic may have the Valentine's Day drag
in the bag. Either way, I would suggest
seeing Slumdog Millionaire, Curious Case
of Benjamin Button, Revolutionary Road,
or Gran Torino at Fenway this weekend.
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Drink

Drink

Up!

Fresh break on other side of Newbury

with Claudia Huapaya

Pokerface

rlf

you've listened to the radio recently, you
might've heard Lady GaGa's new tune "Pokerface."
If you've run into me in the Mods recently, you
might've seen me doing my new favorite dance move
of the same name. In honor of this move, this tune, and
my favorite dancers on campus I give you the Pokerface.
Tonight at 7 p.m. and tomorrow at 6 p.m. and 9 p.m., we will be graced
with the IMPACT of DOBC. For those of you who don't know, that stands for the
Dance Organization of Boston College, and this year's director is the talented
and beautiful Julie McDermott. (For loyal readers, you may recall last year's
"JuJu's TuTu".) Founded in 1998, DOBC believes that dance should be open
to everyone at BC, and they even offer free studio classes. I, too, believe in
this credo and invite everyone to dance with me on any given Thursday at
Wonderbar or generally all weekend in the 28s.
Like DOBC, the Pokerface is classic and delicious. Mix all ingredients in a
shaker with ice. Pour the chocolicious concoction into a chilled martini glass.
For effect, use chocolate syrup and swirl it in the chilled glass before pour-

I
I

The OtherSide Cafe
407 Newbury St
Boston, AAA 02115-1801
(617) 536-8437

ing.

I wish all the dancers the best of luck and look forward to the grand finale.
If you want to find out why the DOBC drink
is called Pokerface, you better show up. Just
watch out for Paparazzi! In honor of JuJu and
ounces Godiva chocolate liqueur
the other tutus... Drink Up!
?2 ounces creme de cacao
?1 ounce vodka
?3 ounces halfand half

I*2

Tap

This

with

Kate Duseau
Last Thursday I really needed a good dance
party to pull me out of my funk. For some
reason, it was just one of those days and I
decided to venture to An Tua Nua. They have
been known to deliver with some '90s classics
and the current hits. Upon arriving at the door
at about 10p.m., I was met with a line. To
my surprise, I was inside the doors in about 20

minutes, and although we were treated like
cattle as we were herded inside, it was nice
to be out of the cold.
A quick assessment of the first room
revealed that it was your typical Irish bar,
complete with cheap beer, lots of shouting,
and awkward music. This first room leads into the dance party section of An Tua Nua.
It reminded me of MaryAnn's with a little less class. In every way, An Tua Nua is the
MaryAnn's of Boston University.
An Tua Nua draws the college crowd with affordable beer specials and a raging
dance party. Doesn't everyone love Miller High Life? While it's not tequila, few things
can compare to the wildness of the evening. I believe that more beer wound up on my
clothes than in my mouth. A word to the wise you must be prepared to have a good
time, but not care what happens to your clothing.
For the most part, it is the rare college bar that encourages couples. I will
admit, standing there as a single female, I felt out of the loop. Most people on the
dance floor were coupled up and grinding to the beat that the DJ was playing.
It's just the spot for a dance party, cheap beer, and
~"\
/" An Tua Nua
an all-together good time. Just remember the music is
. on the loud side, so be prepared for your ears to ring.
835 Beacon St
BBoston, AAA 02215
(617)262-2121
V
-

By

Zak Jason

Arts

&

Review Editor

Like its name suggests, The OtherSide Cafe stands tucked away on
Newbury Street on the opposite side of Massachusetts Ave. As most
patrons buzz out of the Hynes T stop and stroll toward Starbucks or
Urban Outfitters or The North Face or J.P. Licks, The OtherSide Cafe
often goes unnoticed. But people should brave darting across the
four lanes of Mass Ave. for perhaps the most refreshing spot in all of
Newbury Street.
Away from the incessant herds shuffling up and down Newbury,
The OtherSide offers a warm, spacious feel, including four sections of
seating to choose from: the first floor, the bar, the lofted second floor
(the main dining area), and, snow permitting, outdoor seating, an ideal
place for watching people and crazed Mass Pike drivers.
Open from 9 a.m. until midnight most nights, The Other Side, unlike
the vast majority of restaurants, offers not only an enlivening breakfast
blend, not only a hearty and expansive lunch menu, not only a day-long
eclectic coffee house, but also an astute beer and bar menu.
For breakfast, OtherSide serves everything from tried-and-true
classics like huevos rancheros and a variety of omelets to more
bizarre selections like the smoked salmon plate. Along with breakfast,
the cafe boasts a refined array of latte concoctions that beats any
syrupy mixture stirred at any of the Starbucks also lining Newbury.
For the patron in need of a standard pick-me-up, OtherSide brews an
envigorating house blend and standard espresso drinks like Americanos
or cafe au laits. But for those craving something bold or those needing
a dessert drink, OtherSide also crafts drinks with the same innovation
with which a good ice cream shop crafts specialty sundaes. From a
raspberry mocha to a peppermint patty latte to the milky way latte to
an almond joy latte (with almond, chcocolate, and coconut) to even the
George Washington {espresso and Guiness), OtherSide Cafe proves one
of the most innovative coffee house menus in all of Boston.
Beyond the menu itself, the cafe invites the buzzing Newbury stroller
with its hip, art-splattered, music-infused atmosphere. With an eclectic
group of 20-somethings running the place, the bartenders and wait staff
incessantly blast all sorts of music, so The OtherSide won't sit well with
someone looking for a quaint spot for a date. But for a young group to
drink coffee, munch on sandwiches and wraps, and chat, the music and
vibrant local art on the wall will spawn plenty of conversation. B+
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1 "Camille" star
6 Opponent
9 Threw a fit
14 Leek's relative
15 Make free (of)
16 Love
17 Surrounding
19 Hunter's cabin
20 Black and White
21 Watertrail
22
salts
23'60s musical
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12Cogito_sum
13 Have an opinion

18 Light, brushing

sound
24 Javelin's flight
path

25 A-Team

member

26 Period in power
27 Arboreal lemur
28 React to a bad

pun

29 Droops laxly
port in a
30

DOWN
storm
1 Exits
31 Compete in a
2 Actress Bancroft
bee
32 Witch trial site
3 Costa
4 Russian ballet
33 Film cuts
5 Lennon's love
37 Enjoyment
6 Tuck's title
40 Wright and
? 7 Porcine
Brewer
comment
41 Effeminate
8 Transition point
42 White lie
9 Capital of North 43 V.P. Agnew
Carolina
44 Employ

My hairdresser's name
was lrCamera...like
"click"
~,

,
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Turn to Daee 11
for the answers.
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Write for Arts and Review!
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66 Wrath
67 Soak
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50 Tenochtitlan
resident
53 Will VIP
55 Commentfrom a
klutz
59 Mock playfully
60 1933 Mae West
film
62 Church music
maker
63 High-fiber fruit
64 Greek triangle
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38 Actor Wallach
39 Appreciative
43 Temporary
residence
46 Bowling game
47 David's poetry
48 Chest bone
49 Arena level
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spirit
34 Add to the
beauty of
35 To be paid later
36 Wedding vow

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9
grid. In each row there are 9 slots, some of which
are empty and need to be rilled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain
the numbers 1 to 9. You must follow these rules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3
box
The number should appear only once on row,

stand up
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OUR MILKY WAY GALAXY WILL

COLLIDE WITH THE ANDROMEDA

45 Knight's superior 54 Qatar leader
49 Barest hint
56 Eye with lust
50 On the apex
57 Sampras of
51 Goose egg
tennis
52 Price indicators 58 High-five
53 Outmoded
impact
sound system
61 Want _
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By Kristin N. Jackson
As much as I am addicted to The Hills, I was ec
static to see Whitney get her own show set in fabulou'
New.York City, Knowing my favorite girl LC would not
be part of the show, I was apprehensive of who would
be part of Whitney's new clique. The second Olivia
Palermo's name was announced. I knew I would be
glued to the television screen every Monday night.
The admiration for Palermo does not just come from
the fact she works in the public relations department
for Diane Von Furstenberg but rather the fact she has
class, style, sophistication, and attitude. Some say
she is the real-life version of Blair Warldorf and has
even graced the cover of New York Magazine as the
"It-Girl" in 2007. Her outfits on-screen and around
town are noteworthy, as she has an eye for being able
to mix texture, color, and tow and high-end labels.
At Carlos Miele's show this past September at
Fashion Week in NYC, Palermo looked effortlessly chic
in a three-quarter length champagne blouse with a
matching skirt. The top was kept simple, but the skirt
was patterned with lines going vertical on the sides
and horizontal in the front. To not have both the top
and bottom clash, she added a black Roni stretchplate belt embellished with emerald-cut black stones.
The contrast between the two was subtle yet fit to
perfection. Her jewelry and accessories, which she
kept to a minimum, included a black cuff, a brown
woven oversized vintage Hermes clutch, and stud
earrings. Palermo truly shined at the show.
Palermo showed her ability to mix low and
high-end designer pieces at the Elegy screening. She
showed up wearing a stunning "mini black and pink
tube dress by Zac Posen. She paired it with a black

POp!arazz:

Zara vest that she wore open and gray suede high
heeled Steven by Steve Madden Midory heels. Again,
she kept her accessories minimal as to not distract
from anupdated version of the perfect little black
dress (LBD). A gold bracelet, a gray clutch, and light
pink nails were all she needed. Palermo showed us
that one must have a great LBD in one's closet. Even
if it is not all black, you can use the dress as foundation and have fun with the rest of the outfit. The
whole ensemble does not have to leave your bank
account empty!
The last outfit I admired greatly was worn by
Palermo when she attended the Council of'Fashion
Designers of America event. She mixed edginess with
sophistication. She paired a Jenni Kayne black blazer
with a white deep V-neck tee tucked into a maxi-long
hunter-green Jenni Kayne skirt and a gorgeous vintage
Hermes oversized clutch. Her nails were painted
a fun-and-dazzling pink, and she wore a diamondencrusted snake ring on her index finger. She even
placed her long golden locks into a ballerina bun.
Palermo's outfit mixed the beloved menswear trend
with everyone's favorite maxi-length skirt. She proves
it's okay to bend the'rules and mix the latest trends ?
together instead of holding them strictly to their
own rules. She clearly knows whatrules to break and
which rules to keep.
Luckily, Palermo fans wilt still be able to watch
her in another season of The City. This will not be the
last we see of Palermo. Already highly photographed
for her impeccable sense of style and love for fashion
before the show, she will continue to grow in the
public's eye as the girl to watch with trie great job.
great apartment, and of course the great outfits.

Caped Crusader proves a potty-mouth

By Meghan Thomsen

Holy smokes, Batman! It appears that Dark Knight star
Christian Bale's on-screen alter ego has a value system far
above that of the actor's. On Monday, TMZ uncovered a
four-minute long tirade the actor unleashed on the director of photography while filming this summer's Terminator
4. The tape from July 2008 had been submitted to the
insurance company in case Bale quit the film, which he
threatened to do among the 36 f-bombs he dropped. Apparently, the DP walked in Bale's eyeline to change a light
while an emotionally charged scene was taking place. Bale
proceeded to completely lose his professional cool, threatened to assault the man, and had to be calmed down by
the Director McG. Obviously, I can't re-type a lot of what
was said, but if you are interested in listening, knock your
socks off online. Terminator 4's assistant director Bruce
Franklin has gone on the record in defending Bale. "He is
so dedicated to the craft. I think someone is begging to
make some noise about this, but I don't think it's fair. The

In: Snuggies
Out: Sanity

in & out

In: Nerf Sword?
Out: Work

art of acting is not paint by numbers, it's an art form."
Great excuse! It seems though this kind of behavior is not
a first for the "dedicated" actor. Bale's former publicist
reveals, "If something wasn't just so, Christian would just

"Somehow I ended up as
a child star in one of the
worst films ever made.
That's pretty cool,"

)

Michael Paul Stephenson
role in Trcdi 2,
which is the subject of his
;ev; documentary

erupt. When he filmed a movie called Metroland with Emily Watson, his nickname on set was Tandy because he was
always throwing tantrums." In a July publication of The
Sun, Bale admitted, "Everyone loses their s? on occasions,
don't they? Like, 'Oh God, what demon possessed me to
do that?'" If someone punched me straight in the face, I
wouldn't be as upset as Bale was for someone changing a
light bulb.
Another real life superhero seems to be in a bit of
trouble. Most people may be aware that a photo surfaced
in News of the World depicting Olympian Michael Phelps
smoking pot. While Phelps apologized and sponsors stood
by his side, the police in South Carolina, where the photo
was taken, have a different ending in mind. Sheriff Leon
Lott Jr. said in a statement Tuesday there is an investigation. If Phelps' broke the law "he will be charged in the
same manner as anyone else. The sheriff has a responsibility to be fair, to enforce the law, and to not turn a blind
eye because someone is a celebrity." Oh, how the mighty
have fallen.

"I'm a gangsta and gangstas
don't ask questions."
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